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Pewitt High School
Program of Studies and Course Description Guide
Choosing the right courses and registering properly are two of the most important things students and parents
can do every year to ensure a quality educational experience for their children. It is essential that both
parents and students think carefully about long-range plans when making decisions about which courses to
take. Every effort will be made to keep parents and students informed throughout this process. Students
who receive sound parental input and give their full attention to selecting the right courses are much more
likely to attain their stated educational goals.
Course selection sheets will be distributed to students in the spring. Students will use these forms to indicate
which courses they plan to take for the 2017-2018 school year. Students should follow established
deadlines and return the completed course selection sheet in a timely fashion. All students must choose
at least two alternate electives in case of scheduling conflicts. Upperclassmen will be given priority when
conflicts arise. If students fail to complete and return the course selection sheet, courses will be chosen for
them.
Course selection is FINAL! All scheduling decisions are made based on the course requests we receive from
our students, and scheduling begins well before the end of the current school year. Once course selection
sheets are completed, signed, and returned, they are considered final. In the event that a change is
deemed absolutely necessary after this date, a schedule change request form must be completed and
returned for consideration. These forms are available in the counseling office. No changes will be made
over the phone, and only necessary course changes will be considered. Changes will not be made
based on preference or a change of mind with their last report card. Schedules will be given to students
prior to the first day of school.
Substantial differences should be expected between regular and advanced courses (Honors, Advanced
Placement, and dual credit). Regular courses are designed to meet both state and local expectations for
all students while equipping them for a variety of pursuits after high school, including college. Students are
not required to take advanced level courses in order to pursue any diploma type. Advanced courses are
designed to challenge students significantly and typically require more higher-order thinking and
application of skills and concepts. These courses are recommended for students who have performed at
a high level academically in the past and who are willing to push themselves when confronted
with rigorous course work. Students enrolling in dual credit courses must satisfy the college entrance
requirements set forth by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. Parents and students are
encouraged to consider the decision to take advanced courses carefully. Schedule changes are in no way
guaranteed for students who struggle in an advanced course.
PCISD Mission Statement:
The Mission of the Pewitt Consolidated Independent School District, in partnership with our school
community, is to inspire and prepare our students to become confident, innovative problem solvers who
demonstrate outstanding character and take full advantage of their individual academic potential so that
they are able to thrive in our complex and ever-changing world.

Pewitt High School
1216 Hwy 67 E
PO Box 1106
Omaha, Texas 75571
Telephone: (903) 884-2293
Fax: (903) 884-3111
www.pewittcisd.net
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DEGREE PLANNING
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MAKING A CAREER CONNECTION
Soon, students will be making course selections for the next school year. Courses should be chosen carefully,
as they will become the foundation for the student's future. Careful selection of courses will help a student
make that career connection after high school. "Career" implies more than just a job; it includes education,
work and lifestyle. Achieving a successful and satisfying career takes years of planning, studying, training,
and hard work. The good life won't just happen without careful planning. The ultimate goal for all students
is the same-a successful and satisfying career. Choosing the right path to follow in high school is the first
critical step in achieving that goal.

Pewitt High School offers courses in a comprehensive academic program. Students may choose
Advanced Placement, dual credit, honors and CTE classes as well as electives. This guide provides
information to help students as they choose course selections to meet their goals.

Choosing an endorsement
area

May I change my
endorsement choice?

What if I need help?

Students will choose one of five

Yes.

Students may change their

Parents, the counselor, teachers, and

endorsements, or broad areas of

endorsement choice at any time. High

the principals are all here to help

study, when they enter high school.

school

students in this process.

offers

such

a

wonderful

Student

opportunity for students to explore

success is the mission of Pewitt CISD,

areas of interest and to find those

and our team is ready to assist in

courses that spark enthusiasm.

every way possible!

The

goal is always to help students focus
on their strengths.
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GRADUATION PLAN
Class of 2018 & Beyond
All students must earn credits for state required subjects and electives as described on the following pages.
In addition, students must meet the State of Texas Assessments or Academic Readiness (STAAR) End-ofCourse (EOC) testing requirements. Students shall be awarded the same diploma. However, the Academic
Achievement Record, or transcript, will designate which endorsement plan was followed.

The Foundation Plan contains the basic courses that a student will need to graduate from high school.

Discipline
English
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
Foreign Language
Fine Arts
Physical Education
Speech/Health
Principles of Information Technology
Electives

Total Credits for Graduation

Graduation Plans
Foundation
Credits
4
3
3
4
2
1
1
1
1
2

Endorsement
Credits
1
1

2

26
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Degree Plan Requirements
For Students Entering Grade 9 in 2014-2015 and Thereafter
To receive a high school diploma, a student entering Grade 9 in the 2014-15 school year and thereafter
must complete the following:
1) Requirements of the Foundation High School Program
2) State testing requirements

State Assessments
Required for
Graduation
English I
English II
Algebra I
Biology
U.S. History

In addition, 9th grade students must enroll in courses required for the foundation program and an endorsement
area. The option of graduating under the foundation with no endorsement may occur only AFTER the
student’s tenth grade year, and specific procedures must be followed to waive the endorsement
requirement. For more information, contact the counselor.

Endorsements
STEM
Advanced
Science

Business/Industry
Public Services
Arts & Humanities
Information Technology; Health Science;
Fine Arts in Art, Theatre,
Accounting;
Education and Training or Band
Welding;
Accounting;
Agril
Industrial
Technology;
Animal Science;
Audio Video
Technology;
Computer
Programming
Culinary Arts;
Debate;

Multidisciplinary Studies
Select courses from the
curriculum of each of the
other endorsement areas;
Credits in a variety of
advanced courses from
multiple content areas
sufficient to complete the
distinguished level of
achievement under the
foundation program

For detailed information regarding course selections for each endorsement area, please refer to the four-year plans
included in this course guide.

Distinguished Level of Achievement
Students may earn this distinction by completing the following:





A total of four credits in math, including credit in Algebra II
A total of four credits in science
Completion of curriculum requirements for at least one endorsement

Performance Acknowledgments
Students may earn performance acknowledgments in five different areas.



These acknowledgments are outlined on the following page.
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Performance Acknowledgments
For Students Entering Grade 9 in 2014-2015 and Thereafter
A student may earn a performance acknowledgment on the student’s diploma and transcript for
outstanding performance by successfully completing one of the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Outstanding Performance in a Dual Credit Course
Outstanding Performance in Bilingualism and Biliteracy
Outstanding Performance on a College Board Advanced Placement or International Baccalaureate
Examination
Outstanding Performance on a College Entrance Exam
Outstanding Performance by Earning a Business or Industry Certification or License

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

REQUIREMENTS

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN A
DUAL CREDIT COURSE

a)
b)

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN
BILINGUALISM AND BILITERACY

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE ON A
COLLEGE BOARD ADVANCED
PLACEMENT OR INTERNATIONAL
BACCALAUREATE EXAMINATION
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE ON A
COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAM

Note: “College academic courses” include Texas core curriculum courses,
advanced technical credit courses, and locally articulated courses.
a) Completing all English Language Arts requirements and maintaining a
minimum grade point average of the equivalent of 80 on a scale of 100
AND
b) Satisfying one of the following:
 Completing at least 3 credits in the same LOTE course with a
minimum GPA of 80 OR
 Demonstrating proficiency in the TEKS for Level IV or higher in a
LOTE course with a minimum GPA of 80 OR
 Completing at least 3 credits in foundation subject area courses
in a language other than English with a minimum GPA of 80 OR
 Scoring a “3” or higher on an AP examination for a language
other than English course OR
 Scoring a “4” or higher on an IB examination for a language
other than English course OR
 Performing on a national assessment of language proficiency in
a language other than English of at least Intermediate High or
its equivalent AND
c) Participating in and meeting the exit criteria for a bilingual or ESL
program AND
d) Scoring at the Advanced High level on the TELPAS
a)
b)

Earning a score of 3 or above on an AP examination OR
Earning a score of 4 or above on an IB examination

a)

Earning a score on the PSAT/NMSQT that qualifies the student for
recognition as a commended scholar or higher OR
Achieving the college readiness benchmark score on at least two of the
four subject tests on the ACT-ASPIRE examination OR
Earning a combined critical reading and math score of at least 1250 on
the SAT OR
Earning a composite score on the ACT of 28 (excluding the writing
subscore)
Performing on an examination or series of examinations sufficient to
obtain a nationally or internationally recognized business or industry
certification OR
Performing on an examination sufficient to obtain a government-required
credential to practice a profession

b)
c)
d)
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE BY
EARNING A BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY
CERTIFICATION OR LICENSE

Successfully completing at least 12 hours of college academic courses
with a grade of 3.0 or higher on a scale of 4.0 OR
Earning an associate degree while in high school

a)
b)
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Foundation High School Program Requirements
For Students Entering Grade 9 in 2014-2015 and Thereafter
PCISD Foundation Requirements
( 26 Credits)

Subject
Four Credits Total
Three Credits must consist of:

English I (1 credit)

English II (1 credit)

English III or English III DC(1 credit)
English Language
Arts
and Reading

One Credit* from:
 English IV
 English IV DC

Three Credits Total
Two Credits must consist of:
 Algebra I
 Geometry

Mathematics

One Credit* from:
 Mathematical Models with Applications
 Algebra II
 Precalculus
 AP Calculus AB
*One full credit or a combination of two half credits
Three Credits Total
One Credit must consist of:
 Biology or
 AP Biology

Science

One Credit must consist of:
 Integrated Physics and Chemistry
 Chemistry
 Physics
 AP Chemistry
 AP Physics 1
One Credit from:
 Chemistry
 Physics
 Earth and Space Science
 Environmental Systems
 AP Biology
 AP Chemistry
 AP Physics 1
 AP Physics 2
 Anatomy and Physiology
 Scientific Research and Design

Four Credits Total

Social Studies

Four Credits must consist of:
 World Geography (1 credit)
 World History (1 credit)
 U.S. History (1 credit)
 U.S. Government (½ credit)
 Economics (½ credit)
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Degree Plan Requirements – Continued
For Students Entering Grade 9 in 2014-2015 and Thereafter
PCISD Foundation
Requirements ( 26 Credits)

Subject
Two Credits Total


Two credits of Spanish

Languages Other
Than English
One Credit Total

Physical Education

May choose from:
 Foundations of Personal Fitness
 Adventure in Outdoor Education
 Aerobic Activities
 Individual or Team Sports
May substitute from:*
 Athletics
 Marching Band
*No more than 4 substitution credits may be earned. All substitutions require 100 minutes per five-day school week of
moderate to vigorous physical activity.

One Credit Total

Fine Arts

Career & Technology
Education

May choose from:
 Art, Level I, II, III, or IV
 Band, Level I, II, III, or IV
 Theatre, Level I, II, III, or IV
 Floral Design
One credit must consist of:
 Principles of Information Technology
Six Courses Total

State Electives

Local
Requirements

May choose from any courses in the following areas with four credits fulfilling their endorsement:
 English Language Arts
 Mathematics
 Science
 Social Studies
 Languages Other Than English
 Health Education
 Physical Education
 Fine Arts
 Economics
 Technology Applications
 Career Development
 Career and Technical Education
Two Courses



Health (1/2 credit)
Speech (1/2 credit)
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Art
High School
CORE

Electives

Other

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Arts and Humanities

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra 2 or Precalcus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra 2 or Precalculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

US History

Government / Economics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Art I
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Art 1
 Art 2

Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th
9th

11th
11th
11th
11th

10th
11th
12th
th
th
10
11
12th
10th
11th
12th
th
th
10
11
12th
10th
11th
12th
Endorsement Electives
Art 3 and Art 4

12th
12th
12th
12th

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Theatre
High School
CORE

Electives

Additional
Requirements

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Arts and Humanities

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra 2

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra 2 or Precalculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [ ½ credit each]

US History

Government / Economics

Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Theatre I
 Theatre 2
Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th

Endorsement Elective
 Theatre 3

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

10th
10th
10th
10th

12th
12th
12th
12th

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

Endorsement Elective
 Theatre 4
English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan - Band
High School
CORE

Electives

Additional
Requirements

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Arts and Humanities

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra II or Precalculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Spanish [two credits]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [½ credit each]

US History

Government / Economics

Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Band I
 Band 2
Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th

Endorsement Elective
 Band 3

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

10th
10th
10th

12th
12th
12th
12th

11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th

Endorsement Elective
 Band 4
English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by Title
VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Animal Science
High School
CORE

Electives

Endorsement – Business and Industry

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II Honors

10th grade
English II
Geometry or Geometry
Honors

Environmental Systems

Biology

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles of Ag,
 Livestock Production
Food, and Natural
Resources

Additional
Requirements

Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR
or Algebra II
or Pre-Calculus
Chemistry

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

US History

Government / Economics

9th
9th
9th

11th
11th
11th

9th
10th
Endorsement Elective
 Small Animal
Management and
Equine Science

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th
11th

Physics

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12th
12th

11th
12th
Endorsement Elective
 Advanced Animal
Science

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Audio Video Production
High School
CORE

Electives

Additional
Requirements

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Business and Industry

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra II or Precalculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Speech/Health [1/2 credit of each]

US History

Government / Economics

Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles of
 Prin of Arts,
Information
Audio/Video
Technology
Tech
Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th

Endorsement Elective
 Audio Video Production

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th

Endorsement Elective
 Audio Video Production

1 and Audio Video
Production Lab

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12thth
12

2 and Audio Video
Production 2 Lab

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Computer Programming
High School
CORE

Electives

Additional
Requirements

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Business and Industry

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra II or Precalculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Speech/Health [1/2 credit of each]

US History

Government / Economics

Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles of
 Web
Information
Technology
Technology
Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th

Endorsement Elective
 Computer
Programming 1

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12thth
12

Endorsement Elective
 Computer
Programming 2

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Culinary Arts
High School
CORE

Electives

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra II or Precalculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

US History

Government / Economics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Speech/Health [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Electives
Principles of
Hospitality &
Tourism

Other

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Business and Industry

Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

11th
11th
11th
11th

Endorsement Elective
Culinary Arts

Endorsement Elective
Introduction to
Culinary Arts

9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12th
12th
th
12

Endorsement Elective
Food Science (Seniors only
can take this course.)

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Debate
High School
CORE

Electives

Additional
Requirements

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Endorsement – Business and Industry

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR
or Algebra II or Pre-Calculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

US History

Government / Economics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health [1/2 credit]
Endorsement Elective
Debate 1
Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

Endorsement Elective
Debate 2
9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

10th
10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

Endorsement Electives
Debate 3 and Debate 4
11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Finance
High School
CORE

Electives

Endorsement – Business and Industry

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR or
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Anatomy & Physiology or
Physics

World Geography
World History
US History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
9th
 Spanish [two credits]
9th
 Physical Education [one credit]
9th
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
9th
 Health/Speech [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles Business, Marketing, and
 Accounting I
Finance

Government / Economics

Additional
Requirements

Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

10th
10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

Endorsement Elective
 Accounting II

12th
12th
12th
12th

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Welding
High School
CORE

Electives

Endorsement – Business and Industry

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II Honors

10th grade
English II
Geometry or Geometry
Honors

Environmental Systems

Biology

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles of Ag,
 Introduction to
Food, and Natural
Welding
Resources

Additional
Requirements

Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR
or Algebra II
or Pre-Calculus
Chemistry

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

US History

Government / Economics

9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th

9th
10th
Endorsement Elective
 Welding 1

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

Physics

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12th
12th

11th
12th
Endorsement Elective
 Welding 2

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Education and Training
High School
CORE

Electives

Endorsement – Public Services

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II

10th grade
English II
Geometry

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR
or Algebra II or Precalculus

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

Environmental Systems

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

US History

Government / Economics

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles of
 Human Growth and
Education and
Development
Training

Additional
Requirements

Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th

9th
10th
Endorsement Elective
 Instructional
Practices in
Education and
Training

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12th
12th

11th
12th
Endorsement Elective
 Practicum in
Education and
Training

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Health Science
High School
CORE

Electives

Endorsement – Public Services

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II Honors

10th grade
English II
Geometry or Geometry
Honors

Environmental Systems

Biology

World Geography
World History
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Principles of
 Medical Terminology
Health Science

Additional
Requirements

Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR
or Algebra 2
or Pre-Calculus
Chemistry

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II or Pre-Calculus or
Calculus

US History

Government / Economics

9th
9th
9th

11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th

9th
10th
11th
12th
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 Health Science
 Practicum in Health
Theory and Health
Science
Science Clinical

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

10th
10th
10th

Physics or Anatomy and
Physiology

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Four Core Electives Focus
High School
CORE

Electives

Additional
Requirements

Post –
Secondary
Plans

9th grade
English I
Algebra I or Algebra II Honors

10th grade
English II
Geometry or Geometry Honors

Environmental Systems

World Geography

Biology

11th grade
English III
Math Applications in AFNR
or Algebra 2 or Precalculus
Chemistry

12th grade
English IV
Algebra II, Pre-Calculus or
Calculus
Physics

World History

US History

Government / Economics

Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Health/Speech [ ½ credit each]
Endorsement Elective
Endorsement Elective
 English Elective
 Math Elective
Other Electives / EOC Requirements
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th
 
9th

Associates Degree

Endorsement – Multidisciplinary Studies

9th
9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th
11th
11th

Endorsement Elective
 Science Elective
10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

12th
12th
12th
12th
12th

Endorsement Elective
 Social Studies Elective
English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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Four-Year Graduation Plan – Science
High School
CORE

Electives

Endorsement – STEM

9th grade
English I
Algebra II Honors

10th grade
English II
Geometry Honors

11th grade
English III
Pre-Calculus

12th grade
English IV
Calculus

Biology Honors

Chemistry Honors
Physics Honors
World History

Physics Honors, AP Chem or
AP Physics 1
US History

AP Physics 1, AP Biology

World Geography
Required Electives
 Fine Art [one credit]
 Spanish [two credits]
 Physical Education [one credit]
 Principles of Information Technology [one credit]
 Speech/Health [1/2 credit each]
Endorsement Elective
 Anatomy & Physiology

Additional
Requirements

Additional Electives / EOC Requirements
 
 
 
 

Post –
Secondary
Plans

Associates Degree

9th
9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th
10th

11th
11th
11th
11th
11th

Endorsement Elective
 AP Physics 2

9th
9th
9th
9th

10th
10th
10th
10th

Bachelor’s Degree

Government / Economics
12th
12th
12th
12th
th
12

Endorsement Elective
 AP Chemistry

11th
11th
11th
11th

12th
12th
12th
12th

English I EOC
English II EOC
Algebra I EOC
Biology EOC
US History EOC

Graduate Degree

It is the policy of Pewitt CISD not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap in its vocational programs, services, or activities as required by
Title VI of the Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended: Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972; and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended.

This plan of study should serve as a guide, along with other career planning materials, as you continue your career path. Courses listed within this plan are
only recommended coursework and should be individualized to meet each learners educational and career goals. All plans should meet high school graduation
requirements as well as college entrance requirements. Refer to the Pewitt High School Program of Studies & Course Description Guide.
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COURSE SELECTION
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2017 – 2018 Course Selection
Paul H. Pewitt High School
9th Grade

Last name, First name

Student ID#

Parent Signature

Home Phone #

I. CORE COURSES: Students must choose at least one course in each column.
Language Arts
0101 ENGLISH 1

Mathematics
0201 ALGEBRA 1

0111 ENGLISH 1 - HONORS

0212 GEOMETRY –
HONORS

Science
0308 ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMS
0311 BIO - H

Social Studies
0401 WGEO
0411 WGEO – H

71

II. ELECTIVE COURSES: Please choose enough courses to fulfill four credits from the following
courses.
0151 SPANISH 1

0120 SPEECH
(PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS) (1/2
CREDIT) /
0500 HEALTH (1/2
CREDIT)

0571 ART 1

0516 ATHLETICS (Girls)

0501 PE (FOUNDATIONS
OF PERSONAL FITNESS)

0760 INTRODUCTION TO
WELDING

0753 LIVESTOCK

0801 PRINCIPLES OF
ARTS, AUDIO VISUAL
TECHNOLOGY &
COMMUNICATIONS

0807 WEB TECHNOLOGIES

0700 PRINCIPLES OF
HOSPITALITY
0561 THEATRE
PRODUCTION 1
0511 ATHLETICS (Boys)
0730 PRINCIPLES OF
HEALTH SCIENCE
0750 PRINCIPLES OF AG
0138 DEBATE 1
0551 BAND 1
0800 PRINCIPLES OF
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
0801 PRINCIPLES OF
EDUCATION & TRAINING

OVER

0751 WILDLIFE

28
III. ALTERNATIVE COURSES:
Please list (in order of preference) any alternate course you would consider.
1.
2.
3.
IV. You must get your parent’s signature.
V. Please turn in to the counselor’s office. If it is not turned in on time, your schedule will be assigned to you and
you will not be allowed to change your schedule until the second semester.
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2017 – 2018 Course Selection
Paul H. Pewitt High School
10th Grade

Last name

First name

Student ID#

Parent Signature

Home Phone No.

I. CORE COURSES: Students must choose at least one course in each column.
Language Arts
0102 ENGLISH 2
0112 ENGLISH 2 HONORS

Mathematics
0202 GEOMETRY
0212 GEOMETRY HONORS

Science
0301 BIOLOGY
0312 CHEMISTRY HONORS

Social Studies
0402 WORLD HISTORY
0412 WORLD HISTORY HONORS

0313 PHYSICS HONORS

II. ELECTIVE COURSES:
Please choose enough courses to fulfill four credits from the following courses.
0151 SPANISH 1
0120 SPEECH
(PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS) (1/2
CREDIT /
0500 HEALTH (1/2 CREDIT
0512 ATHLETICS (BOYS)

0152 SPANISH 2

0571 ART 1
0138 DEBATE 1
0561 THEATRE 1
PRODUCTION
0800 PRINCIPLES OF
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

0572 ART 2
0139 DEBATE 2
0562 THEATRE 2
PRODUCTION
0801 PRINCIPLES OF ARTS,
AUDIO VISUAL
TECHNOLOGY &
COMMUNICATIONS
0832 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 2 (1 CREDIT)

0831 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 1 (1 CREDIT)
0804 COMPUTER SCIENCE
0750 PRINCIPLES OF
AGRICULTURE
0763 SMALL ANIMAL
MANAGEMENT (1/2
CREDIT)/0764 EQUINE
SCIENCE (1/2 CREDIT)
0700 PRINCIPLES OF
HOSPITALITY
0552 BAND 2
0730 PRINCIPLES OF
HEALTH SCIENCE

0517 ATHLETICS (GIRLS)

0760 INTRODUCTION TO
WELDING
0755 FLORAL DESIGN

0701 INTRODUCTION TO
CULINARY ARTS
0599 JAZZ BAND

0501 PE (FOUNDATIONS
OF PERSONAL FITNESS)

0502 PE (AEROBIC
ACTIVITIES)

0807 WEB TECHNOLOGIES

0805 COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING 1

0833 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 1 LAB (1
CREDIT)

0834 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 2 LAB (1
CREDIT)

0751 WILDLIFE

0753 LIVESTOCK
PRODUCTION

30
0801 PRINCIPLES OF
EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
0811 ACCOUNTING 1
0851 YEARBOOK 1
0909 COLLEGE/CAREER
PREP

0852 YEARBOOK 2

III. ALTERNATIVE COURSES:
Please list (in order of preference) any alternate course you would consider.
1.
2.
3.
IV. You must get your parent signature.
V. Please turn in to counselor’s office. If it is not turned in on time, your schedule will be assigned to you and you
will not be allowed to change your schedule until second semester.
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2017 – 2018 Course Selection
Paul H. Pewitt High School
11th Grade
Last name

First name

Student ID#

Parent Signature

Home Phone No.

I. CORE COURSES: Students must choose at least one course in each column.
Language Arts

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

0103 ENGLISH 3

0204 PRECALCULUS

0302 CHEMISTRY

0403 US HISTORY

0107 ENGLISH 3 - DUAL
CREDIT
0113 ENGLISH 3 HONORS

0202 GEOMETRY

0303 PHYSICS

0423 US HISTORY – DUAL
CREDIT

0322 AP CHEMISTRY
0313 PHYSICS HONORS
0323 AP PHYSICS
0321 AP BIOLOGY
0304 ANATOMY &
PHYSIOLOGY

II. ELECTIVE COURSES:
Please choose enough courses to fulfill four credits from the following courses.
0151 SPANISH 1
0120 SPEECH (PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS) (1/2
CREDIT)
0500 HEALTH (1/2 CREDIT)
0138 DEBATE 1
0513 ATHLETICS 3 (BOYS)

0152 SPANISH 2
0909 COLLEGE AND CAREER
READINESS

0139 DEBATE 2
0518 ATHLETICS 3 (GIRLS)
0502 PE (AEROBIC ACTIVITIES)

0140 DEBATE 3

0571 ART 1
0553 BAND 3
0561 THEATRE 1
PRODUCTION
0800 PRINCIPLES OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

0572 ART 2
0559 JAZZ BAND
0562 THEATRE 2
PRODUCTION
0801 PRINCIPLES OF ARTS,

0573 ART 3
0560 JAZZ BAND 2
0563 THEATRE 3
PRODUCTION
0831 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 1 (1 CREDIT)

0833 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 1 LAB (1
CREDIT)
0805 COMPUTER
PROGRAMING 1
0750 PRINCIPLES OF AG

0834 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 2 LAB (1
CREDIT)
0807 WEB TECHNOLOGIES

0763 SMALL ANIMAL
MANAGEMENT (1/2 CREDIT) /
0764 EQUINE SCIENCE (1/2
CREDIT)
0797 INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY – DUAL CREDIT

0760 INTRODUCTION TO
WELDING

0501 PE (FOUNDATIONS
OF PERSONAL FITNESS)

AUDIO VISUAL
TECHNOLOGY &
COMMUNICATIONS

0751 WILDLIFE

0503 PE (ADVENTURE IN
OUTDOOR EDUCATION)

0806 COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING 2
0753 LIVESTOCK
PRODUCTION
0761 WELDING 1(2 CREDITS)

0832 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 2 (1 CREDIT)

0804 COMPUTER SCIENCE
0755 FLORAL DESIGN
0762 WELDING 2 (2 CREDITS)

32
0700 PRINCIPLES OF
HOSPITALITY
0851 YEARBOOK 1
0811 ACCOUNTING 1

0701 INTRODUCTION TO
CULINARY ARTS
0852 YEARBOOK 2
0812 ACCOUNTING 2

0704 CULINARY ARTS (2
CREDITS)
0853 YEARBOOK 3

III. ALTERNATIVE COURSES:
Please list (in order of preference) any alternate course you would consider.

1.
2.
3.

IV. You must get your parent signature.
V. Please turn in to counselor’s office. If it is not turned in on time, your schedule will be assigned to
you and you will not be allowed to change your schedule until second semester.
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2017-2018 Course Selection
Paul H. Pewitt High School
12th Grade

Last name

First name

Student ID#

Parent Signature

Home Phone No.

I. CORE COURSES: Students must choose at least one course in each column.
Language Arts
0104 ENGLISH 4
0114 ENGLISH 4 - HONORS

Mathematics
0203 ALG 2
0204 PRE CALCULUS

0107 DUAL CREDIT ENGLISH 1

0205 AP CALCULUS

0108 DUAL CREDIT ENGLISH 2

Science
0303 PHYSICS
0308 ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMS
0322 AP CHEM
0304 ANATOMY &
PHYSIOLOGY
0323 AP PHYSICS
0321 AP BIOLOGY

Social Studies
0404 GOVERNMENT (½ cred)
0405 ECONOMICS-(½ cred)
0424 GOVERNMENT-DUAL
CREDIT (½ cred)
0425 ECONOMICS-DUAL
CREDIT (½ cred)

II. ELECTIVE COURSES:
Please choose enough courses to fulfill four credits from the following courses.
0120 SPEECH (PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS) (1/2
CREDIT) /
0500 HEALTH (1/2 CREDIT)
0152 SPANISH 2

0909 COLLEGE AND CAREER
PREP
0519 ATHLETICS 4 (GIRLS)
0502 PE (AEROBIC ACTIVITIES

0960 CAREER PREP (WORK
PROGRAM) (2 CREDITS)

0421 PSYCHOLOGY/
0422 SOCIOLOGY

0503 PE ((ADVENTURE IN
OUTDOOR EDUCATION)

0504 PE (INDIVIDUAL OR
TEAM SPORTS)

0571 ART 1
0554 BAND 4
0800 PRINCIPLES OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

0572 ART 2
0559 JAZZ BAND
0801 PRINCIPLES OF ARTS,

0573 ART 3
0560 JAZZ BAND 2
0831 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION (1 credit)

0574 ART 4

0833 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 1 LAB (1
CREDIT)
0807 WEB TECHNOLOGIES

0834 AUDIO VIDEO
PRODUCTION 2 LAB (1
CREDIT)
0805 COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING 1
0760 INTRODUCTION TO
WELDING
0751 WILDLIFE

0806 COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING 2
0761 WELDING1 (2 credits)

0804 COMPUTER SCIENCE

0755 FLORAL DESIGN

0754 ADVANCED ANIMAL
SCIENCE

0853 YEARBOOK 3
0704 CULINARY ARTS
(2 credits)

0854 YEARBOOK 4
0705 ADVANCED CULINARY
ARTS (2 credits)

0514 ATHLETICS 4 (BOYS)

0501 PE (FOUNDATIONS
OF PERSONAL FITNESS)

0750 PRINCIPLES OF AG
0753 LIVESTOCK
PRODUCTION
0763 SMALL ANIMAL
MANAGEMENT (1/2 CREDIT) /
0764 EQUINE SCIENCE (1/2
CREDIT)
0797 INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY (2 credit)
0851 YEARBOOK 1
0700 PRINCIPLES OF
HOSPITALITY

AUDIO VISUAL
TECHNOLOGY &
COMMUNICATIONS

0852 YEARBOOK 2
0701 INTRODUCTION TO
CULINARY ARTS

0832 ADVANCED AUDIO
VIDEO PRODUCTION (1
credit)

0762 WELDING 2 (2 credits)

34
0703 FOOD SCIENCE
0561 THEATRE 1
0138 DEBATE 1
0921 EARLY DISMISSAL

0562 THEATRE 2
0139 DEBATE 2
0930 OFFICE ASSISTANT

0563 THEATRE 3
0140 DEBATE 3

0564 THEATRE 4
0141 DEBATE 4

III. ALTERNATIVE COURSES:
Please list (in order of preference) any alternate course you would consider.
1.
2.
3.
IV. You must get your parent signature.
V. Please turn in to counselor’s office. If it is not turned in on time, your schedule will be assigned to you and you
will not be allowed to change your schedule until second semester.
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION
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Earning College Credit in High School
Earning College Credit
Students at Pewitt High School have the opportunity to earn college credit while in high school in a couple of ways:
 Advanced Placement Program
 Dual Credit Program
Advanced Placement and Dual Credit programs can be used in a variety of combinations based on student
preferences to meet graduation requirements. Students are responsible for ensuring that the college that they are
planning to attend will accept or will award credit for the college-level courses.
Students who participate in college-level courses will be expected to:
 Work independently
 Commit to reading, research, and hard work
 Demonstrate above average ability in oral and written expression
 Deal with sophisticated concepts maturely
 Think critically and creatively
 Respond positively to challenging situations
 Prioritize activities and set personal deadlines
 Manage study time and complete assignments
 Deal personally and directly with the instructor to discuss problems and questions

Advanced Placement Program
What is the Advanced Placement Program?
The Advanced Placement Program allows high school students the opportunity to enroll in a college-level course and
to possibly earn college credit for that course while still in high school. Although the program is administered by the
College Board of New York, secondary schools have the flexibility to establish the curriculum, to select materials and
resources, and to determine the instructional methods. Students may show mastery in these courses by taking the AP
exams that are administered in May of each school year.
What are the advantages of taking an AP course?
Enrollment in an AP course may benefit students in several ways. The main advantage is in providing an academic
background that will better prepare students for college. Successful completion of an AP exam can also fulfill one of
the requirements of the Texas Distinguished Achievement Program graduation plan or the Distinguished Level of
Achievement on the Foundation Plan. Of course, another benefit is the award of college credit during the high school
years.
How is college credit awarded?
High School students must successfully complete the AP exam in order to receive college credit for the course. Tests
are scored with grades from 1-5. The College Board then reports the scores to colleges with the following
recommendations:
1--no recommendation
2--may be qualified
3--qualified
4--well-qualified
5--extremely qualified
Each college sets its own policy for the award of AP credit, determining which score is successful and how much
college credit will be awarded. Generally, colleges accept a score of "3" with credit ranging from three to six
semester college hours per test. Students should contact the college directly to find out about the AP policy for that
institution.
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What background is needed to succeed in an AP course?
The College Board offers the following recommendation to ensure success in the AP program:
Students should have had practice in analyzing content, drawing comparisons, and reasoning through
problems. They must be able to read perceptively and independently. Additionally, students will need to be
proficient in writing clear, concise essays. Students who are not skilled in these areas must be even more
highly motivated to make up deficiencies at the same time they are taking more rigorous courses. The earlier
students prepare for AP or college courses by taking the most rigorous classes available, the more likely
will be their success. The keys to success are motivation, self-discipline, and academic preparation.
What are the costs involved in taking a course?
Since the AP courses are a part of the Pewitt curriculum, there is no charge for taking an AP course. A fee of
$91 is required by the College Board, however, if a student chooses to take the exam for a subject. Eligible students
with financial need may receive reduced fees, depending on federal and state funding.
How are AP courses weighted?
Because of the advanced level of AP courses, PCISD assigns a course weight of 5.0 to AP classes.
What AP courses are available?
PCISD provides courses in AP beginning with grade 11. The following courses are currently available:
AREA OF STUDY

AP COURSES

Math

Calculus AB AP

Science

Biology AP
Chemistry AP
AP Physics 1
APAPPhysics
Physics2 2

Dual Credit Program
What is the Dual Credit Program?
The Dual Credit Program allows high school students the opportunity to enroll in college-level courses and to earn
high school as well as college credit for the completed coursework. The program provides a continuum of learning
from high school to college for those students who choose to pursue a post-secondary degree or certificate after high
school graduation. This continuum will increase opportunities for students to progress through their programs of study
at an accelerated pace.
What are the advantages of taking a dual credit course?
The Dual Credit Program allows students to shorten the time required to complete an undergraduate degree. It also
eliminates the duplication of courses taken in high school and in college. The advanced curriculum provides a
background for students that will sharpen their academic preparedness for college. At the same time, the program
expands the options available for college-bound students.
How is credit awarded?
Credit may be given in a content area or as an elective to fulfill graduation requirements and to gain college credit.
Credit for successfully completed college courses (a minimum of "C") will be earned in one-half or one-unit increments.
Students taking dual credit courses on the Pewitt campus will receive the actual numerical score as weighted high
school credit (“ A d v a n c e d ” course weight). Students taking dual credit courses on the college campus will
receive an unweighted grade.
How are dual credit courses transferred for college credit?
When choosing which courses to take as dual credit, the best option for students is to choose courses that fit into the
core curriculum of the college or university offering the dual credit program. Courses that fulfill the core curriculum of
a public college or university are guaranteed to transfer to any other public college or university in Texas by state
law. For additional dual credit courses, students should contact the college or university that they plan to attend to
determine how that institution will grant credit for the course.
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What are the costs involved in taking a course?
Students pay some expenses associated with taking college courses. These costs may include tuition and fees and will
be in accordance with the cost-per-hour charges assessed by the college. NTCC does offer scholarships for
qualifying students. See the counselor for more details.

DUAL CREDIT ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Students enrolling in a dual credit course must meet the following entrance requirements:
1) completion of prerequisite courses,
2) a qualifying score on a specified assessment for college readiness, and
3) classification as a junior or senior in high school.
ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
College entrance requirements are based on these three classifications of college courses: Restricted, WECM, or
Nonrestricted. The following charts identify the minimum assessment requirements for each of these categories.
RESTRICTED COURSES
ASSESSMENT
REQUIREMENTS
TSI
Reading – 351; Math – 350; Writing – 363 AND 4 on essay OR 5 on essay
ACT
19 on each section with a composite score of 23
SAT
500 on each section with a composite score of 1070
PSAT/NMSQT* 50 on reading or math (relevant to the DC course taken) with a composite score of 107

Alternative Methods for Earning Credit
PCISD students have the opportunity to earn credit beyond enrollment in the traditional classroom setting. Specific
requirements must be met in using the following alternative methods for earning credit.

TEXAS VIRTUAL SCHOOL NETWORK (TXVSN)
The 80th Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill 1788, authorizing the Texas Education Agency to establish and
administer a state virtual school network to provide education to students through electronic means. An electronic
course is defined as a course in which instruction and content are delivered primarily over the Internet; a student and
teacher are in different locations for a majority of the student's instructional period; most instructional activities take
place in an online environment; the online instructional activities are integral to the academic program; extensive
communication between a student and a teacher and among students is emphasized; and a student is not required to
be located on the physical premises of a school district or open-enrollment charter school.
The Texas Virtual School Network (TxVSN) provides opportunities and options for Texas students through online
courses. Students who wish to enroll in a Texas Virtual School Network course must submit a written request to the
principal on the campus in which they are enrolled and must receive approval prior to enrollment. Students will not
be allowed to enroll in a TxVSN course if PCISD offers the same or a similar course; however, students who have
been approved for early graduation may apply for enrollment in English III. TxVSN courses that are not offered in
PCISD are eligible for application. TxVSN courses are available only to enrolled high school students, and course
costs must be assumed by the student. All TxVSN courses are unweighted.
EXAMINATIONS FOR ACCELERTION OR CREDIT RECOVERY

According to Texas State Board of Education rules, school districts must offer Examinations for Acceleration (EA) or
credit recovery. Tests for acceleration and/or credit recovery are available to students who wish to test for
advancement to the next grade level or receive credit for a high school course for which he or she has/or has not had
no prior instruction. Pewitt CISD will offer examinations for acceleration for current kindergarten through twelfth grade
students during the weeks of November 6-8, February 12-14, May 14-16, and July 9-11. A student may not attempt
more than two times to receive credit on the basis of an examination.
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In accordance with Texas Education Law and Pewitt CISD policy/regulations, students must meet the following criteria
to be eligible to take an exam for acceleration:
GRADES 1 - 5

GRADES 6 -12

1) Comply with the deadlines stated in this letter

1) Comply with the deadlines stated in this letter

2) Request an Exam for Acceleration Form

2) Request an Exam for Acceleration Form

3) Have recommendation from a school district

3) Must have successfully completed or be enrolled

representative that the student be accelerated

in the prerequisite course for the requested exam

4) Return Exam for Acceleration Form to school by

4) Return Exam for Acceleration Form to school by

published deadline

published deadline

To receive credit for acceleration, a student must score 80% or above on each examination. Upon meeting these test
requirements, a student may advance one grade level. A student must score 70% or above to receive credit for a
high school course in which they have had prior instruction. Student without prior instruction must score 80% or above
to receive credit for a high school course for the 2017-18 school year. Acceleration/Credit exams are very difficult.
Please discuss all other possibilities of classroom acceleration with your child’s teacher or counselor before requesting
this strenuous testing process. Requests will be accepted through the following dates:
REQUEST DEADLINE

TESTING DATES

October 4, 2017

November 6–8, 2017

January 10, 2018

February 12-14, 2018

April 11, 2018

May 14-16, 2018

May 23, 2018

July 9-11, 2018

No requests will be accepted after the published deadlines for test administrations.
If you have questions concerning the examinations for acceleration and credit, please contact the principal or counselor
of the school your student attends.
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Pewitt CISD
Exam for Acceleration/Credit Recovery Form

Student Name:

Campus:

Current Grade:

Local ID#:

Date of Birth:
Address:
Phone Number:
Test Requested:
(Grade Level or Course)
I give my student permission to participate in the exam for acceleration/credit recovery.
Parent Signature:
Date:
Criteria
Grades 1 - 5

Grades 9 - 12

1) Comply with the deadlines stated in the information
letter

1) Comply with the deadlines stated in the information
letter

2) Have recommendation from a school district
representative that the student be accelerated

2) Must have successfully completed or be enrolled in
the pre-requisite for requested exam

3) Return Exam for Acceleration Form to school by
published deadline

3) Return Exam for Acceleration Form to school by
published deadline

Testing Information

Request Deadline

Testing Date

October 4, 2017

November

6–8, 2017

January 10, 2018

February 12-14, 2018

April 11, 2018

May 14-16, 2018

May 23, 2018

July 9-11, 2018

No requests will be accepted after the published deadlines for test administrations.
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Form Received
By:

Date:

Approved By:

Date:
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CREDIT BY EXAMINATION WITH PRIOR INSTRUCTION
PCISD students have the option of recovering credit after failing a course. Students must follow the district
procedures and schedule for taking a CBE and must score “70” or above to receive credit. The district will offer four
testing dates in the calendar year. Students may choose from one of these dates and must submit a written request to
the campus principal. If a student is awarded credit by examination, the score attained on the exam is recorded on
the student’s Academic Achievement Record. For students in grades 9-12, this score is unweighted for class rank.

“ON TIME” GRADUATION
Once a student enters high school, graduation generally occurs after a four-year course of study. Students who fail a
course and do not recover credit for the course during the following summer session or through Credit by Examination
will find it difficult to graduate within this timeframe. The principal may make an exception, allowing a student to
enroll in summer school for acceleration, so that the student can graduate at the end of the fourth year in high school.

Physical Education Graduation Requirement
Students are required to satisfy a 1 credit graduation requirement for physical education. Students may earn up to 4
full state credits in physical education. Students may satisfy the physical education graduation requirement in several
ways.
1) By taking a physical education course
Students should take Foundations of Personal Fitness first. The other PE requirements could be fulfilled with
courses located under the physical education page in this guide.
2) By taking a course which counts as a physical education waiver
For these courses, students do NOT receive PE credit on their transcripts. Their PE obligation is reduced one-half
credit each time they complete a semester’s work in the PE waiver activity. Students receive the regular
academic credit on their academic achievement record for these physical education waiver courses:
Band I, II, III, IV (1st semester only)

Gifted/Talented Program
Gifted students perform at or show the potential for performing at a remarkably high level of accomplishment when
compared to others of the same age, experience, or environment. Pewitt C I S D gifted students may receive
services through honors classes as well as AP courses.

Special Education
Special education and related services are a part of a free, appropriate public education designed to meet the
unique needs of students with disabilities. The mission of special education in PCISD is to create a learning
environment through a unified educational system which respects and values all students. The primary focus of
PCISD special education programs is first and foremost the provision of services that will ensure each student’s success.
Special education students are those whose identified disabilities are so limiting as to require the provision of special
services in addition to, or in place of, instruction in the regular classroom. Students with disabilities have equal access
to compensatory, remedial, tutorial, and other appropriate programs available to students without disabilities.
Students are identified and served by special education through the utilization of the child-centered process and are
educated with their peers (as appropriate) who do not have disabilities.
Special education provides all students with disabilities full educational opportunity through the utilization of a wide
range of instructional arrangements and programs. Services are provided to students who are disabled beginning on
their 3rd birthday and who have not reached their 22nd birthday by September 1 of the current scholastic year.
Students who are identified as having a visual or auditory impairment may begin services at birth.
Instruction is designed to help the student most effectively develop those skills and concepts necessary for
independent functioning. Emphasis is placed upon determining first the academic and affective strengths and deficits,
then prescribing those learning activities which foster the development of those skills and concepts. Because students
differ both in the preferred modality of learning and in levels of functioning, a variety of methods, materials, and
techniques are utilized, with the Admission, Review, and Dismissal Committee determining which are most beneficial
for the individual student's growth in mastery of skills and in acquisition of compensatory behaviors.
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Limited English Proficiency
Students who have been identified as limited English proficient may participate in a special language program that is
an integral part of the total school program. The program emphasizes the mastery of basic English language skills so
that students will be able to participate effectively in the regular school program as soon as practical.

Textbooks
Textbooks are the property of the district and are issued to students free of charge. Each student is responsible for
paying for lost or damaged books.

Automatic Admission to Texas Public Universities
Under the Automatic Admission policy (Texas Education Code §51.803), Texas students may be eligible for automatic
admission to a state college or university as an undergraduate student if they meet certain criteria. To qualify for
automatic admission, a student must:
1)
2)
3)

4)

earn a grade point average in the top 10 percent* of his/her high school graduating class,
graduate from a Texas public or private high school (or, if the student is a Texas resident, from a high
school operated by the U.S. Department of Defense),
successfully complete the requirements for the Recommended High School Program (RHSP) or the
Distinguished Achievement Program (DAP) (or the equivalent if enrolled in private school) o r
a c h i e v e t h e D i s t i n g u i s h e d L e v e l o f A c h i e v e m e n t o n t h e F o u n d a t i o n P l a n or
satisfy ACT's College Readiness Benchmarks on the ACT college entrance exam or earn a score of
at least 1,500 out of 2,400 on the SAT college entrance exam, and
apply for admission to a state college or university within the first two school years after graduation
from high school.

Students who meet the criteria for automatic admission must submit an application before the deadline set by the
college or university to which they are applying. Students must also provide a high school transcript or diploma that
indicates whether they have satisfied or are on schedule to satisfy the requirements of the RHSP or DAP or
Distinguished Level of Achievement on the Foundation Plan.
This automatic admission program has been modified by the 81st Legislature for admission to The University of Texas
at Austin (UT). Under the new law, the University is to admit automatically enough students to fill 75% of available
spaces set aside for Texas residents in an entering freshman class. Using data from recent years, the University has
determined that automatically admitting students in the top 8% of their high school graduating class to the 2018
entering freshman class will fill 75% of available spaces. As a result, the University will automatically admit all
eligible 2018 summer/fall freshman applicants who rank within the top 8% of their high school graduating classes,
with remaining spaces to be filled through holistic review. Students and parents should contact the Academic Advisor
for further information about the application process and deadlines.

Grade Level Classification
Changes in grade level classification shall be made prior to the beginning of the fall semester. Students will be
classified according to the following criteria:
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

(10th)
(11th)
(12th)

-

6 – 11.5 credits earned and entering second year in an accredited high school
12 – 17.5 credits and entering third year in an accredited high school
18 or above credits, entering at least third year in an accredited high school,
declaring intent to graduate during the current school year

Students transferring into the District will be classified according to the documented number of credits earned by the
date of transfer and by the number of years in attendance in an accredited high school as listed above. If no official
transcript is available by the date of enrollment, a transfer student will be enrolled as a freshman and will be placed
in freshman-level classes, pending receipt of the official transcript.
Promotion standards, as established by the Individual Education Plan (IEP), or grade-level classification of students
eligible for special education shall be determined by the ARD committee.
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Class Rank
Class rank for students will be calculated by averaging semester grades earned in grades 9 - 12. The numeric
semester average will earn grade points according to the District weighted grade point scale.
Course Weight
5.0
4.0

Courses
Advanced Courses
General

3.0
Unweighted

Basic
Dual Credit Outside of
traditional school day
Local Electives
Credit Recovery
Credit by Exam

Graduation
For the purpose of determining honors to be conferred during the graduation activities, the District shall calculate class
rank at the end of the fifth six-week grading period of the senior year. The average of the fourth and fifth six-week
grades shall be used as the semester grade for this purpose.
For the purpose of applications to institutions of higher education, the District shall also calculate class rank as required
by state law. The District’s eligibility criteria for local graduation honors shall apply only for local recognitions and
shall not restrict class rank for the purpose of automatic admission under state law.
The valedictorian and salutatorian shall be the eligible students with the highest and second highest rank, respectively.
To be eligible for such recognition, a student must:
1.
Have been continuously enrolled in the District high school for the two school years immediately preceding
graduation; and
2.
Have completed the Recommended Program, the Advanced/Distinguished Achievement Program, the
foundation program with at least one endorsement.
In case of a tie in weighted grade averages after calculation to the thousandths place, the District shall apply
T5he following methods, in this order, to determine recognition as valedictorian or salutatorian:
1.
2.

The weighted grade average shall be computed to a sufficient number of decimal places until the tie is
broken; or
If a tie still remains, the student with the highest numerical grade average of all AP courses taken shall be
the valedictorian.

The District shall recognize as an honor graduate a student who:
1.
2.

Has maintained a numerical average of 90 or higher throughout high school, except for the last six weeks of
the senior year; and
Has completed the Recommended Program, the Advanced/Distinguished Achievement Program, the
foundation program with at least one endorsement, or the foundation program with the distinguished level
of achievement.

The District shall recognize at the graduation ceremony the ten highest-ranking students in the graduating class. Those
students must have completed the Recommended Program, the Advanced/Distinguished Achievement Program, the
foundation program with at least one endorsement, or the foundation program with the distinguished level of
achievement.
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State Testing Requirements
The State of Texas has transitioned to a new state assessment system, the State of Texas Assessment of Academic
Readiness (STAAR), which replaces the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) for students who enter
grade 9 in 2011-12 and later. These students must satisfy the requirements of the STAAR to meet state graduation
requirements.
Students are required to take five end-of-course (EOC) tests in the four foundation content areas list e d be lo w:
Subject Area
English Language Arts
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies

End-of-Course Exam
English I and English II
Algebra I
Biology
U.S. History

The STAAR EOCs, which are aligned to college and career readiness, measure student performance and
academic growth.
EOC Requirements for Graduation
To determine a student’s performance, four levels of student performance will be used:
 Level I – Did Not Meet Standard
 Level II – Approaching Grade Level Performance
 Level III – Meets Grade Level Performance
 Level IV – Masters Grade Level Performance
To meet the State graduation requirements for assessment, a student must achieve the approaching grade
level performance level on each of the five assessments.

Testing
PSAT 8/9
The PSAT 8/9 is a test for 8th and 9th grade students that will help you and your teachers determine what you need to
work on the most so you are ready for college when you graduate from high school. It tests the same skills as the SAT,
PSAT/NMSQT and PSAT 10 – in a way that makes sense for your grade level.
PSAT/NMSQT
The PSAT/NMSQT is a test for 10th and 11th grade students administered by College Board and cosponsored by the
National Merit Scholarship Corporation in the U.S. The test helps students and their teachers to determine what you
need to work on the most to prepare you for college when you graduate from high school. It tests the same skills as
the SAT.
PreACT
The PreACT is a multiple-choice assessment designed for 10 grade students administered by ACT that will help them to
prepare for taking the actual ACT test and provide information regarding their future performance on the exam.
The PreACT is a multiple-choice assessment designed for 10th grade students that will help students prepare for
Texas Student Initiative (TSI)
The TSI is a state-legislated program designed to improve student success in college. Part of the program is an
assessment to determine your basic skills in reading, mathematics, and writing. Students planning on attending a junior
college must take the TSI assessments before enrolling in college courses.
ASVAB
The ASVAB is a multiple-aptitude battery that measures developed abilities and helps predict future academic and
occupational success in the military. It is administered annually to students in the junior class.
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Nondiscrimination Policy
The policy of the Pewitt Consolidated Independent School District is to comply fully with the nondiscrimination
provisions of all state and federal laws and regulations by assuring that students are afforded equal access to
regular, vocational, special education programs, and activities without regard to race, religion, color, national
origin, sex, or handicapping conditions as provided in these laws and regulations.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION
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COURSES DEFINED FOR GPA
The following courses will not be included in class rank or GPA: credit connection course; courses taken in junior high,
summer school courses; remediation courses; credits by exam.
BASIC COURSES (B)
Art 1,2
Band 1,2
Theater Productions 1,2

GENERAL COURSES (G)
English 1,2,3,4
Algebra 1,2
Geometry
Math Applications in AFNR
World Geography
World History
US History
Government
Economics
Integrated Physics and Chemistry
Psychology
Sociology
Health
Professional Communications
Principles of Hospitality & Tourism
Introduction to Culinary Arts
Culinary Arts
Food Science
Advanced Culinary Arts
Principles of Agriculture, Food & Nat Resources
Wildlife, Fish & Ecology Management
Livestock Production
Equine Science
Floral Design
Introduction to Welding
Principles of Education and Training
Principles of Health Science
Medical Terminology
Health Science Theory
Health Science Clinical
Web Technologies
ADVANCED COURSES (A)
Honors English 1,2,3,4
Anatomy & Physiology
Dual Credit English 3,4
Honors Biology
AP Biology
Honors Chemistry
Honors Physics
AP Chemistry
AP Physics
Honors Geometry
Honors Algebra 2
Practicum in Education and Training
Practicum in Health Science
Precalculus
AP Calculus

Athletics (semesters 1,2,3,4)
Physical Education (all semesters)

Scientific Research and Design
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Earth Space Science
Environmental Systems
Spanish 1,2
Band 3,4
Art 3,4
Athletics (semesters 5-8)
Yearbook 1,2
Theater Productions 3,4
Computer Science 1,2
Accounting 1
Principles of Information Technology
Principles of Arts, A/V Technology & Communications
Audio Video Production 1
Audio Video Production Lab 1
Creative Writing
Literary Genres
Welding
Personal Financial Literacy
Principles of Business, Marketing, and Finance
Personal Financial Literacy
Debate 1, 2, 3
Computer Programming 1
Principles of Education and Training
Human Growth and Development
Instructional Practices in Education and Training
Small Animal Management
Jazz Band 1, 2, 3, 4

Advanced Animal Science
Debate 4
Computer Programming 2
Accounting 2
Audio Video Production 2
Audio Video Production 2 Lab
Advanced Welding
Culinary Arts 2
Dual Credit US History
Dual Credit Government
Dual Credit Economics
Dual Credit Industrial Technology
Dual Credit Physics
Dual Credit Trigonometry
Dual Credit Precalculus
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
English - General Description
Students enrolled in English I-IV continue to increase and to refine their communication skills. High school students are
expected to plan, draft, and complete written compositions on a regular basis. Students edit their papers for clarity,
engaging language, and the correct use of the conventions and mechanics of written English and produce final, errorfree drafts.
0101 English I
Credit: 1
Students practice all forms of writing in this course. An emphasis is placed on organizing logical arguments with
clearly expressed related definitions, thesis, and evidence. Students write to persuade, to report and to describe.
English I students read extensively in multiple genres from world literature such as reading selected stories, dramas,
novels, and poetry originally written in English or translated to English from oriental, classical Greek, European,
African, South American, and North American cultures. Students interpret the possible influences of the historical
context on a literary work.
Grade: 9
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0111 English I Honors
Credit: 1
This course provides in-depth studies of literary units by genre, including poetry, drama, nonfiction, short stories,
research, and novels. Students will engage in critical reading and will write in a variety of forms, with special
emphasis on literary units by genre, including poetry, drama, nonfiction, short stories, research, and novels.
Grade: 9
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: A
0102 English II
Credit: 1
Students practice all forms of writing in this course. An emphasis is placed on persuasive forms of writing such as
logical arguments, expressions of opinion, and personal forms of writing. These personal forms of writing may include
a response to literature, a reflective essay, or an autobiographical narrative. English II students read extensively in
multiple genres from world literature such as reading selected stories, dramas, novels, and poetry originally written in
English or translated to English from oriental, classical Greek, European, African, South American, and North American
cultures. Students learn literary forms and terms associated with selections being read. Students interpret the
possible influences of the historical context on a literary work.
Grade: 10
Prerequisite: English I
Course Weight: G
0112 English II Honors
Credit: 1
This course provides in-depth studies of thematic literary units that combine poetry, drama, nonfiction, short stories,
research, and novels. Students will engage in critical reading and will write in a variety of forms, with special
emphasis on literary analysis and persuasive essays.
Grade: 10
Prerequisite: English I
Recommended: English I H
Course Weight: A
0103 English III
Credit: 1
Students practice all forms of writing in this course. An emphasis is placed on business forms of writing such as the
report, the business memo, the narrative of a procedure, the summary or abstract, and the resume. English III students
read extensively in multiple genres from American literature and other world literature. Periods from American
literature may include the pre-colonial period, colonial and revolutionary periods, romanticism and idealism, realism
and naturalism, early 20th century, and late 20th century. Students learn literary forms and terms associated with
selections being read. Students interpret the possible influences of the historical context on a literary work.
Grade: 11
Prerequisite: English II
Course Weight: G
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0113 English III Honors
Credit: 1
This course engages students to becomine skilled readers of prose written in a variety of periods, disciplines, and
rhetorical contexts and in becoming skilled writers who compose for a variety of purposes. Both their writing and
their reading should make students aware of the interactions among a writer’s purposes, audience expectations,
and subjects as well as the way generic conventions and the resources of language contribute to effectiveness in
writing.
Grade: 11
Prerequisite: English II
Recommended: English II H
Course Weight: A
0104 English IV
Credit: 1
Students are expected to write in a variety of forms, including business, personal, literary, and persuasive texts.
English IV students read extensively in multiple genres from British literature and other world literature. Periods from
British literature may include the old English period, medieval period, English renaissance, 17th century, 18th century,
romantic period, Victorian period, and modern and post-modern period. Students learn literary forms and terms
associated with selections being read. Students interpret the possible influences of the historical context on a literary
work.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: English III
Course Weight: G
0114 English IV Honors
Credit: 1
This course is designed to engage students in the careful reading and critical analysis of imaginative literature.
Through the close reading of selected texts, students will deepen their understanding of the ways writers use
language to provide both meaning and pleasure for their readers. As they read, students will consider a work’s
structure, style, and themes as well as such elements as the use of figurative language, imagery, symbolism, and
tone. The course will include intensive study of representative works from various genres and periods. Writing
assignments will focus on the critical analysis of literature and will include expository, analytical, and
argumentative essays as well as well- constructed, creative writing assignments. Emphasis will be placed on helping
students develop stylistic maturity.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: English III
Recommended: English III H
Course Weight: A
0107 English III DC
Credit: 1(high school)
ENGL 1301 Composition and Rhetoric I
Credit: 3 hours (college)
ENGL 1302 Composition and Rhetoric II
Credit: 3 hours (college)
This course provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same time.
Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must pay
their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit each semester. Grades will be recorded both at Pewitt
High School and at NTCC and will appear on each institution’s transcript. During the first semester, the course will
include an intensive study of writing and reading skills, including research techniques. The second semester
content will emphasize reading, critical thinking, research skills, and writing about various genres of literature. This
course will be taught online.
Grade: 1 1 - 12
Prerequisite: English II; college entrance requirements
Course Weight: A
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0108 English IV DC
Credit: 1(high school)
ENGL 2322 British Literature I
Credit: 3 hours (college)
ENGL 2323 British Literature II
Credit: 3 hours (college)
This course provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same time.
Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must pay
their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit each semester. Grades will be recorded both at Pewitt
High School and at NTCC and will appear on each institution’s transcript. During the first semester, this course will
involve a survey of the development of British literature from the Anglo-Saxon period to the Eighteenth Century.
Students will study works of prose, poetry, drama, and fiction in relation to their historical, linguistic, and cultural
contexts. Texts will be selected from a diverse group of authors and traditions. The second semester will comprise a
survey of the development of British literature from the Romantic period to the present. Students will study works of
prose, poetry, drama, and fiction in relation to their historical and cultural contexts. Texts will be selected from a
diverse group of authors and traditions. This course will be taught online.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: English III DC; college entrance requirements
Course Weight: A

0134 Creative Writing
Credit: 1
A rigorous composition course, asks students to demonstrate their skill in fictional writing, short stories, poetry, and
drama. All students are expected to demonstrate an understanding of the recursive nature of the writing process,
effectively applying the conventions of usage and the mechanics of written English .
Grade: 1 1 - 12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0136 Literary Genres
Credit: 1
Students will spend time analyzing the fictional and poetic elements of literary texts and read to appreciate the
writer’s craft. Students will discover how well written literary text can serve as models for their own writing. Students
respond to oral, written, and electronic text to connect their knowledge of the world.
Grade: 1 1 - 12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G

WRITING/ELA SKILLS
0105 Practical Writing Skills
Credit: 1
This course emphasizes skill in the use of conventions and mechanics of written English, the appropriate and effective
application of English grammar, and the effective use of vocabulary. Students are expected to understand the
recursive nature of the writing process. Evaluation of students’ own writing as well as the writing of others insures
that students completing this course are able to analyze and evaluate their writing.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: Unweighted
0106 Practical Writing Skills 2
Credit: 1
This course is designed for students who need instruction in fundamental writing skills. This includes developing skills in
the use of conventions and mechanics of written English, the appropriate and effective application of English grammar,
and the effective use of vocabulary.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: Unweighted
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SPEECH/DEBATE/COMMUNICATIONS
0120 Professional Communications
Credit: ½
For successful participation in professional and social life, students must develop effective communication skills.
Rapidly expanding technologies and changing social and corporate systems demand that students send clear verbal
messages, choose effective nonverbal behaviors, listen for desired results, and apply valid critical-thinking and
problem-solving processes. Students enrolled in Communication Applications will be expected to identify, analyze,
develop, and evaluate communication skills needed for professional and social success in interpersonal situations,
group interactions, and personal and professional presentations.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0138 Debate I
Credit: 1
0139 Debate II
Credit: 1
0140 Debate III
Credit: 1
0141 Debate IV
Credit: 1
Controversial issues arise in aspects of personal, social, public, and professional life in modern society. Debate and
argumentation are widely used to make decisions and reduce conflict. Students who develop skills in argumentation
and debate become interested in current issues, develop sound critical thinking, and sharpen communication skills.
They acquire life-long skills for intelligently approaching controversial issues and clashes of opinion.
Grade: 9-12
Debate I-Prerequisite: None
Debate II-Prerequisite: Debate I
Debate III-Prerequisite: Debate II
Debate IV-Prerequisite: Debate III
Course Weight: 1-3 G
Course Weight: 4 A
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH
General Description
Acquiring another language incorporates communication skills such as listening, speaking, reading, writing, viewing,
and showing. Students develop these communication skills by using knowledge of the language (including grammar),
knowledge of the culture, communication and learning strategies, technology, and content from other subject areas to
socialize, to acquire and provide information, to express feelings and opinions, and to get others to adopt a course
of action. While knowledge of other cultures, connections to other disciplines, comparisons between languages and
cultures, and community interaction all contribute to and enhance the communicative language learning experience,
communication skills are the primary focus of language acquisition.
0151 Spanish I
Credit: 1
0152 Spanish II
Credit: 1
In levels I and II courses (novice levels), students will demonstrate an understanding of simple, clearly spoken, and
written language. Students will develop an understanding of the practices and perspectives of the cultures studied;
use the language to obtain, reinforce, or expand knowledge of other subject areas; demonstrate an understanding of
the influence of language and culture on another; and use the language both within and beyond the school setting
through activities such as participating in cultural events and using technology to communicate.
Spanish I
Grade: 8-12
Prerequisite: None
Spanish II
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Spanish I
Course Weight: G
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MATHEMATICS
0201 Algebra I
Credit: 1
Algebra I provides the foundation concepts for high school mathematics. Students will be introduced to algebraic
thinking and will use symbols to study relationships among quantities. They will be introduced to the relationship
between equations and functions and will receive the tools for algebraic thinking as well as the training to use
technology to model mathematical situations to solve meaningful problems. Foundations will be laid for all functions,
with emphasis on linear and quadratic.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0202 Geometry
Credit: 1
Geometry provides an opportunity to do geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. The student will study properties
and relationships of all geometric figures relating to zero, one, two, and three dimensions and will be introduced to
the relationship between geometry & other mathematics with other disciplines.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I
Course Weight: G
0212 Geometry Honors
Credit: 1
Geometry Honors will teach the required course content of Geometry and will give students additional opportunities
for a more in-depth exploration of the elements of geometry. Students will be able to independently investigate the
effects of geometry on the real world with the use of computer-enhanced constructions and modeling.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I
Recommended: Algebra I Honors
Course Weight: A
0232 Mathematical Applications in Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources
Credit: 1
In this course, students will demonstrate mathematics knowledge and skills required to solve problems related to the
agriculture, food, and natural resources industries. Students will apply statistical and data analysis; will construct and
analyze charts, tables, and graphs; will demonstrate knowledge of algebraic applications; and use geometric
principles. The course will meet the state graduation requirements for a fourth year of advanced mathematics.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I
Course Weight: G
0203 Algebra II
Credit: 1
Algebra II allows students to continue to build on the algebraic skills of analysis of data and the foundations of
Algebra I. It shows a connection between algebra and geometry and illustrates how the tools of one can be used to
solve problems in the other. The course includes in-depth studies and applications of polynomial, rational, radical,
exponential and logarithmic functions, and systems of equations using matrices.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry
Course Weight: G
0213 Algebra II Honors
Credit: 1
Algebra II Honors contains the required content of Algebra II and extends knowledge to include more extensive data
analysis and problem solving necessary to be successful in the AP mathematics program. Students learn how to
become successful independent thinkers and problem-solvers. The course includes in-depth studies and applications of
polynomial, rational, radical, exponential and logarithmic functions, and systems of equations using matrices.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I; Geometry
Recommended: Algebra I Honors;
Geometry Honors
Course Weight: A
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0204 Precalculus
Credit: 1
Precalculus allows students to continue to build on the mathematical foundations laid in Algebra I, II, and Geometry.
Students will use functions, equations, and limits as useful tools for expressing generalizations and as means for
analyzing and understanding a broad variety of mathematical relationships. Students are expected to have a good
working knowledge of a graphics calculator.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II
Course Weight: A
174080 Calculus AB AP
Credit: 1
Calculus AP is an advanced placement course in mathematics consisting of a full academic year of work in calculus as
prescribed by the College Board Advanced Placement Program. It expands on the concepts developed and built
upon in Precalculus. Students are expected to have a good working knowledge of a graphics calculator.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Precalculus
Course Weight: A
0230 Algebra (Dual Credit)
Credit: 1(high school)
MATH 1316 Trigonometry (Dual Credit) (3 semester hours credit)
Credit: 6 hours (college)
/ Math 2312 Precalculus
These courses provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same
time. Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must
pay their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit each semester. Grades will be recorded both at
Pewitt High School and at NTCC and will appear on each institution’s transcript. This course will be taught online.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I; college entrance requirements
Course Weight: A

MATH ELECTIVES
0220 Math Lab
Credit: 1
Students will work with real numbers in all types of mathematical situations such as solving equations and inequalities.
Learning to solve linear equations, systems of linear equations and functions are an integral part of this course.
Students also realize the difference between rational and irrational numbers and how to work with them.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: EOC scores and
teacher recommendation
Course Weight: Unweighted
0207 Practical Math
Credit: 1
This course is designed for students who need to master fundamental math skills. These skills are taught in an effort to
improve the student’s overall academic readiness.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: EOC scores and
teacher recommendation
Course Weight: Unweighted
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SCIENCE
0308 Environmental Systems
Credit: 1
In this course, students conduct field and laboratory investigations, use scientific methods during investigations, and
make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem solving. Students study a variety of topics that
include biotic and abiotic factors in habitats; ecosystems and biomes; interrelationships among resources and an
environmental system; sources and flow of energy through an environmental system; the relationship between
carrying capacity and changes in populations and ecosystems; and changes in environments.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisites: None
Course weight: G
0301 Biology
Credit: 1
In Biology, students conduct field and laboratory investigations, use scientific methods during investigations, and make
informed decisions using critical-thinking and scientific problem-solving. Students in Biology study a variety of topics
that include structures and functions of cells and viruses; growth and development of organisms; cells, tissues, and
organs; nucleic acids and genetics; biological evolution; taxonomy; metabolism and energy transfers in living
organisms; living systems; homeostasis; ecosystems; and plants and the environment.
Grade: 9-11
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
0306 Integrated Physics & Chemistry
Credit: 1
Learning about matter, energy, and technology and their involvement with all forms of life has become increasingly
important for living in today’s complex world. Through laboratory and classroom experiences, students will integrate
introductory concepts in chemistry and physics to life and earth sciences. Enrichment and application will be
emphasized through use of experiments, research, critical thinking, problem-solving and multicultural connections. It
will also integrate the disciplines of physics and chemistry in the following topics: motion, waves, transformations,
properties of matter, changes in matter and solution chemistry.
Grade: 9-10
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
0311 Biology Honors
Credit: 1
This course provides challenging scientific problem-solving experiences and encourages thinking, inquiry, and
integrative applications of scientific concepts. It focuses on biology as a viable, creatively changing experience
having impact upon life. Topics covered in the course will include molecules and cells, heredity and environment, and
organisms and populations.
Grade: 9- 10
Prerequisite: Algebra 1
Course weight: A
0321 Biology AP
Credit: 1
The two main goals of this course are to help students develop a conceptual framework for modern biology and to
help students gain an appreciation of science as a process. Primary emphasis is on developing an understanding of
concepts rather than on memorizing terms and technical details. Essential to this conceptual understanding are the
following: a grasp of science as a process rather than as an accumulation of facts; personal experience in scientific
inquiry; recognition of unifying themes that integrate the major topics of biology; and application of biological
knowledge and critical thinking to environmental and social concerns.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisites: Biology Honors,
Chemistry Honors
Course weight: A
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0302 Chemistry
Credit: 1
In Chemistry, students conduct field and laboratory investigations, use scientific methods during investigations, and
make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem-solving. Students study a variety of topics that
include characteristics of matter; energy transformations during physical and chemical changes; atomic structure;
periodic table of elements; behavior of gases; bonding; nuclear fusion and nuclear fission; oxidation-reduction
reactions; chemical equations; solutes; properties of solutions; acids and bases; and chemical reactions. Students will
investigate how chemistry is an integral part of our daily lives.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisites: 1 unit of science & Algebra I
Course weight: G
0312 Chemistry Honors
Credit: 1
Inclusive of the Chemistry I content and processes, the honors course also emphasizes preparation for Chemistry II AP
and Biology II AP by including many of the advanced topics and experiences of Chemistry II AP at a beginning level.
Topics emphasized will include structure of matter, states of matter, and chemical reactions. The course has a strong
problem-solving orientation and includes associated laboratory experimentation.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Biology Honors; 1 unit of science & Algebra 1
Course weight: A
0322 AP Chemistry
Credit: 1
Students in this course will attain a depth of understanding of fundamentals and a reasonable competence in dealing
with chemical problems. The course will contribute to the development of the students’ abilities to think clearly and to
express their ideas, orally and in writing, with clarity and logic. Emphasis will be placed on chemical calculations and
the mathematical formulation of principles. Topics such as the structure of matter, the kinetic theory of gases, chemical
equilibria, chemical kinetics, and the basic concepts of thermodynamics will be presented in considerable depth. The
course has a strong problem-solving orientation and includes associated laboratory experimentation. Students will
design and/or conduct advanced experiments and research.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisites: Chemistry H, Algebra II H,
Physics H, Biology H
Course weight: A
0303 Physics
Credit: 1
In this course, students conduct field and laboratory investigations, use scientific methods during investigations, and
make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem-solving. Students study a variety of topics that
include laws of motion; changes within physical systems and conservation of energy and momentum; force;
thermodynamics; characteristics and behavior of waves; and quantum physics
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisites: None
Recommended: Algebra I
Course weight: G
0313 Physics Honors
Credit: 1
In this course, students conduct field and laboratory investigations, use scientific methods during investigations, and
make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem-solving. Students study a variety of topics that
include laws of motion; changes within physical systems and conservation of energy and momentum; force;
thermodynamics; characteristics and behavior of waves; and quantum physics
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Recommended: Algebra I
Course weight: A
0323 AP Physics 1
Credit: 1
This algebra-based Advanced Placement course is the equivalent to a first-semester college course in algebra-based
physics. The course covers Newtonian mechanics (including rotational dynamics and angular momentum); work,
energy, and power; and mechanical waves and sound. It also will introduce electric circuits.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisites: Algebra II; Physics
Honors
Course weight: A
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0324 AP Physics 2
Credit: 1
This algebra-based Advanced Placement course is the equivalent to a second-semester college
course in algebra-based physics. The course covers fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity and
magnetism, optics, and atomic and nuclear physics.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisites: AP Physics 1
Course weight: A
0314 Earth and Space Science
Credit: 1
This course is designed to build on students’ knowledge and understanding of Earth’s system in space and time.
Students will use scientific inquiry to investigate the natural world and will participate in scientific decision making
methods and ethical and social decisions that involve the application of scientific information.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Three units of science credit & 3 units of mathematics
Course weight: G
0304 Anatomy and Physiology
Credit: 1
In this course, students conduct laboratory investigations and fieldwork, use scientific methods during investigations,
and make informed decisions using critical thinking and problem solving. Instruction will be presented through an
integration of biology, chemistry, and physics. Students will study the structures and functions of the human body and
body systems and will investigate the body’s responses to forces, maintenance of homeostasis, electrical interactions,
transport systems, and energy systems. This course must include at least 40% laboratory investigations and fieldwork
using appropriate scientific inquiry.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Biology, 2nd Science Credit
Course weight: A
SCIENCE ELECTIVES
0310 Scientific Research and Design
Credit: 1
In this course, the student, for at least 40% of instructional time, conducts laboratory and field
investigations using safe, environmentally appropriate, and ethical practices. These investigations
will involve actively obtaining and analyzing data with physical equipment, but may also involve
experimentation in a simulated environment as well as field observations that extend beyond the
classroom.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: 3rd Science Credit
0307 Practical Science
Credit: 1
This course is designed for students who need remediation in a variety of basic science concepts,
test taking skills, and skills preparation for the state standardized science exams.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: EOC scores and teacher recommendation
Course weight: Unweighted
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SOCIAL STUDIES
0401 World Geography
Credit: 1
In this course, students examine people, places, and environments at local, regional, national, and international scales.
Students describe the influence of geography on events of the past and present. A significant portion of the course
centers on the physical processes that shape patterns in the physical environment; the characteristics of major land
forms, climate, and ecosystems and their interrelationships; the political, economic, and social processes that shape
cultural patterns of regions; types and patterns of settlement; the distribution and movement of world population;
relationships among people, places, and environments; and the concept of region.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
0411 World Geography Honors
Credit: 1
This course will focus on the required course content for World Geography, numerous enrichment concepts, and the
skills needed for students to succeed in Advanced Placement courses in the Social Studies. The Honors Geography
course will require outside reading, writing, and projects that will provide practice in document, map, graph, and
chart analysis; critical reading; research; essay writing; and both guided and independent studies.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: A
0402 World History
Credit: 1
World History offers an overview of the entire history of humankind. The major emphasis is on the study of significant
people, events, and issues from the earliest times to the present. This course is designed to provide students with a
vital understanding of the past in order to help them understand their own times. Attention is given to growth of
ideas, the arts, religion, education, literature, and other aspects of intellectual and social history, as well as political,
geographic, and economic history of world cultures. Students use the process of historical inquiry to research,
interpret, and use multiple sources of evidence.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
0412 World History Honors
Credit: 1
In addition to the requirements listed in the World History course, students in World History Pre-AP will develop skills
in critical reading, research, document evaluation, and essay writing. Class activities provide opportunities for
explanation of topics through independent research and allow for creative expression of student learning. Outside
reading and projects will be required. Both the state-adopted and college textbooks will serve as resources.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: None
Recommended: World Geography Honors
Course weight: A
0403 U.S. History Since Reconstruction
Credit: 1
In this course, the second part of a two-year study of U.S. history that begins in Grade 8, students study the history of
the United States from Reconstruction to the present through the use of reading, research, writing, and interpretation
of maps, charts, graphs, and tables. Historical content focuses on political, economic, military, diplomatic, and social
events and issues, including the contributions of significant groups and individuals to the history of this country, and the
impact of geographic factors on major events. An important part of the content is the development and application
of the principles of citizenship. Students will use critical thinking skills to explain and apply methods of interpreting
the past, including points of view and historical context. They will use a variety of rich primary and secondary source
material, such as biographies and autobiographies, Supreme Court cases, novels, speeches, letters, diaries, poetry,
songs, artworks, photographs, documentaries, and films.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: N o n e
Course weight: G
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0423 U.S. History DC
Credit: 1 (high school)
HIST 1301 History of the United States
Credit: 3 hours (college)
HIST 1302 History of the United States
Credit: 3 hours (college)
This course provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same time.
Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must pay
their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit each semester. College textbooks, selected by NTCC, will be
provided by PCISD. Grades will be recorded both at Pewitt High School and at NTCC and will appear on each
institution’s transcript. The course will be based on the same criteria as Advanced Placement U. S. History, including
all reading, writing, and projects. In addition, students will be expected to participate in the life of the community as
part of the historical experience. This course will be taught online.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite:college entrance requirements
Course weight: A
0404 Government
Credit: ½
This course focuses on the principles and beliefs upon which the United States was founded and on the structure,
functions, and powers of government at the national, state, and local levels. Students learn major political ideas and
forms of government in history. A significant focus of the course is on the U.S. Constitution, its underlying principles
and ideas, and the form of government it created. Students analyze major concepts of republicanism, federalism,
checks and balances, separation of powers, popular sovereignty, and individual rights, and they compare the U.S.
system of government with other political systems.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite:US History
Course weight: G
0424 U.S. Government DC
Credit: ½ (high school)
GOVT 2305 United States Government
Credit: 3 hours (college)
This course provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same time.
Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must pay
their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit. Grades will be recorded both at Pewitt High School and at
NTCC and will appear on each institution's transcript. This course will be based on the origin and development of
the U.S. Constitution, structure and powers of the national government including the legislative, executive, and
judicial branches, federalism, political participation, the national election process, public policy, civil liberties and
civil rights. This course will be taught online.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: US History; college entrance requirements
Course weight: A
0405 Economics
Credit: ½
This course is a comprehensive study of the American free enterprise economy. It includes the study of basic concepts
of economics, the market system, the American business system, labor unions, money and banking, business cycles,
consumer skills, the role of government in free enterprise, and comparative economic systems. Emphasis is placed
upon economic decision-making and personal development strategies.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: US Hist.
Course weight: G
0425 Economics DC
Credit: ½
ECON 2301 Principles of Economics I
Credit: 3 hours (college)
This course provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same time.
Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must pay
their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit each semester. Grades will be recorded both at Pewitt
High School and at NTCC and will appear on each institution’s transcript. This course is a comprehensive study of the
American free enterprise economy. It includes the study of basic concepts of economics, the market system, the
American business system, labor unions, money and banking, business cycles, consumer skills, the role of government
in free enterprise, and comparative economic systems. Emphasis is placed upon economic decision-making and
personal development strategies. This course will be taught online.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: US History, College requirements
Course weight: A
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0427 Personal Financial Literacy
Credit: ½
In this course, students will gain the knowledge and skills to make sound, informed financial decisions that will allow
them to lead financially secure lifestyles and understand personal financial responsibility. The knowledge gained in this
course has far-reaching effects for students personally as well as the economy as a whole.
Grades: 10-12
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
0421 Psychology
Credit: ½
In this course, students consider the development of the individual and the personality. The study of psychology is
based on an historical framework and relies on effective collection and analysis of data. Students study topics such
as theories of human development, personality, motivation, and learning. Students have an opportunity to evaluate
methods of research and to explore subjects such as perception, cognition, and learning theory. They are also
challenged to relate psychological concepts to their own lives and to develop self-awareness.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
0422 Sociology
Credit: ½
This course focuses on the dynamics and models of individual and group relationships. Students study topics such as
the history and systems of sociology, cultural and social norms, social institutions, and mass communication. Students
are given opportunities to analyze groups in terms of membership roles, status, values, and socioeconomic
stratification.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
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FINE ARTS
Art Courses – General Description
Art courses are offered on four different levels which all share the same four basic strands—perception, creative
expression/performance, historical and cultural heritage, and critical evaluation. Students rely on their perceptions of
the environment, developed through increasing visual awareness and sensitivity to surroundings, memory, imagination,
and life experiences, as a source for creating artworks. They express their thoughts and ideas creatively, while
challenging their imagination, fostering reflective thinking, and developing disciplined effort and problem-solving
skills.
0571 Art I
Credit: 1
This course introduces the elements and principles of art and attempts to provide experiences that will enable
students to express creative ideas through a variety of mediums: design, drawing, painting, printmaking, and
sculpture.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: B
0572 Art II
Credit: 1
This course continues to teach the elements and principles of art and attempts to provide experiences that will
enable students to express creative ideas through a variety of mediums: design, drawing, painting,
printmaking, and sculpture.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Art I
Course Weight: B
0572 Art III
Credit: 1
This course continues to teach the elements and principles of art and attempts to provide experiences that will
enable students to express creative ideas through a variety of mediums: design, drawing, painting,
printmaking, and sculpture.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Art II
Course Weight: G
0572 Art IV
Credit: 1
This course continues to teach the elements and principles of art and attempts to provide experiences that will
enable students to express creative ideas through a variety of mediums: design, drawing, painting,
printmaking, and sculpture.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: Art III
Course Weight: G
Music Courses – General Description
Music courses are offered on four different levels which all share the same four basic strands—perception, creative
expression/performance, historical and cultural heritage, and critical evaluation. In music, students develop their
intellect and refine their emotions, understanding the cultural and creative nature of musical artistry and making
connections among music, the other arts, technology, and other aspect of social life. Through creative performance,
students apply the expressive technical skills of music and critical-thinking skills to evaluate multiple forms of problem
solving.
0551 Band I
0552 Band 2
0553 Band 3
0554 Band 4
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: prior level
Course Weight 1 & 2: B
Course Weight 3 & 4: G

0557 Jazz Band 1
0558 Jazz Band 2
0559 Jazz Band 3
0560 Jazz Band 4

Credit:
Credit:
Credit:
Credit:

1
1
1
1
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Theatre Courses – General Description
Theatre courses are offered on four different levels which all share the same four basic strands—perception, creative
expression/performance, historical and cultural heritage, and critical evaluation. In theatre, students increase their
understanding of self and others and develop clear ideas about the world. Through a variety of theatrical
experiences, students communicate in a dramatic form, make artistic choices, solve problems, build positive selfconcepts, and relate interpersonally.
0561 Theatre Production I
Credit: 1
In level I courses, students are exposed to the elements of drama and the conventions of theatre. Students will focus
on the skills of improvisation; employ stage movement to convey thought, feelings, and actions; and define and give
examples of theatrical conventions. Students will learn to analyze a character from a script, describing physical,
intellectual, emotional, and social dimensions. They also will improvise, write, and refine monologues, scenes, and
vignettes to convey meaning to the audience. Students will develop an understanding of the historical and cultural
influences on theatre and analyze the roles of live theatre, film, television, and electronic media in American society.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: B
0562 Theatre Production II
Credit: 1
In level II courses, students will use the elements of drama and the conventions of theatre. Students will focus on the
analysis of dramatic structure and genre and will identify examples of theatrical conventions in theatre, film,
television, and electronic media. Students improvise and write dialogue that reveals character motivation and
analyze characters from various genres and media. Students also analyze historical and cultural influences on
theatre. Students will apply the concepts of evaluation to theatre in written and oral form with precise and specific
observations.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Theatre Prod I
Course Weight: B
0563 Theatre Production III
Credit: 1
In level III courses, students develop creative expression through performance. Students portray believable
characters in improvised and scripted scenes of various styles. They also improvise and write dialogue that reveals
character motivation, advances plot, provides exposition, and reveals theme. Students learn to construct and operate
the technical elements of theatre safely and effectively. Students apply the concepts of evaluation to performances
and evaluate theatre, film, television, and electronic media with depth and complexity.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Theatre Prod II
Course Weight: G
0564 Theatre Production IV
Credit: 1
In level IV courses, students refine methods of creative expression and performance. Students create and sustain
believable characters. They outline and create imaginative scripts and scenarios that include motivated character,
unique dialogue, conflict, and resolution for theatre, film, or television. Students design, construct, and operate
appropriate technical elements of theatre, safely and effectively, collaboratively and individually. Students also
have the opportunity to trace historical and cultural developments in theatrical styles and genres and to apply
evaluation concepts to performances, comparing and contrasting literary and dramatic criticism. In this level, students
compare the nature, components, elements, and communication methods of theatre, music, art, and dance and
compare more than one art form in a specific culture or historical period.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: Theatre Prod III
Course Weight: G
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HEALTH EDUCATION
0500 Health
Credit: ½
Health education includes a study of the body and its functions related to wellness. The study encompasses emotional,
physical, mental health, appropriate behavior, and the characteristics of a natural personality. Emphasis is placed on
teenage decisions concerning the use of tobacco, alcohol and other drugs. Other subject areas are accident
prevention, emergency care, communicable and non-communicable diseases, environmental health, and community
health resources. Students also investigate current health issues.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
0501 Foundations of Personal Fitness
Credit: 1
This course represents a new approach in physical education and the concept of personal fitness. The basic purpose
of the course is to motivate students to strive for lifetime personal fitness with an emphasis on the health-related
components of physical fitness. The concept of wellness, or striving to reach optimal levels of health, is the cornerstone
of this course.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: B
0502 Aerobic Activities
Credit: 1
This course provides opportunities to improve basic skills, practice efficient movement, and improve skills for successful
participation. A major expectation of this course is for the student to design a personal fitness program that uses
aerobic activities as a foundation. Students will exhibit a level of competency in two or more aerobic activities. They
also will evaluate risks and safety factors that may effect aerobic activity preferences throughout the life span.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Foundations of Personal Fitness
Course Weight: B
0503 Adventure in Outdoor Education
Credit: 1
Students enrolled in this course will develop competency in outdoor education activities that provide opportunities for
enjoyment and challenge. Emphasis is placed upon student selection of activities that also promote a respect for the
environment and that can be enjoyed for a lifetime.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Aerobic Activities
Course Weight: B
0504 Individual or Team Sports
Credit: 1
Students in this course are expected to participate in a wide range of individual sports that can be pursued for a
lifetime. The continued development of health-related fitness and the selection of individual sport activities that are
enjoyable is a major objective of this course.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Adv Outdoor Education
Course Weight: G
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0511 Boys Athletics 1
0512 Boys Athletics 2
0513 Boys Athletics 3
0514 Boys Athletics 4
0516 Girls Athletics 1
0517 Girls Athletics 2
0518 Girls Athletics 3
0519 Girls Athletics 4

Credit:
Credit:
Credit:
Credit:
Credit:
Credit:
Credit:
Credit:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

All athletic classes are sanctioned by the University Interscholastic League. In order to participate, a student must
maintain a 70 average in all classes. A complete doctor's physical is required from each student athlete upon
entering the 9th grade. Insurance is provided to each student athlete while participating in or while traveling to and
from any UIL event sanctioned and chaperoned by PCISD. PCISD provides this insurance at no cost to the student
athlete. Each student athlete is required to attend every practice session, unless previously excused by the head coach
due to extenuating circumstances. All missed practice time will be made up. Each student will be required to abide
by the rules set up by the Athletic Department without exception.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Physical Exam
Course Weight 1 & 2: B
Course Weight 3 & 4: G
Boys Athletics
Basketball
Baseball
Cross Country
Football
Golf
Power Lifting
Tennis
Track

Girls Athletics
Basketball
Cross Country
Golf
Power Lifting
Softball
Tennis
Track
Volleyball
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CAREER & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
COURSES
Course

Code

Course
Length

Credits

Eligible
Grades

Prerequisite
Course

Prin of Ag, F & Nat Res

0750

2 sem.

1

9-12

Wldlf, Fish & Eco Mgm

0751

2 sem.

1

9-12

0750

Livestock Prod

0753

2 sem.

1

9-12

0750

Small Animal Management

0770

1 sem.

1/2

10-12

0750; 0753

Equine Science

0764

1 sem.

1/2

10-12

0750; 0753

Adv. Animal Science

0754

2 sem.

1

11-12

0750; 0753;
0770; 0764

Floral Design

0755

2 sem.

1

10-12

0750

Introduction to Welding

0759

2 sem.

1

10-12

0750

Welding 1

0761

2 sem.

2

11-12

0750; 0760

Welding 2

0762

2 sem.

2

11-12

0750; 0759;
0761

Principles of Hospitality &
Tourism

0700

2 sem.

1

9-12

Introduction to Culinary
Arts

0701

2 sem.

1

10-12

0700

Food Science

0702

2 sem.

1

10-12

0700; 0701;
0704; 3 science
credits

Culinary Arts

0704

2 sem.

1

11-12

0700; 0701

Advanced Culinary Arts

0705

2 sem.

2

11-12

0704

Prin of Info Tech

0800

2 sem.

1

9-12

Required

Principles of Arts, A/V
Technology and
Communications

0801

2 sem.

1

10-12

0800

Audio Video Production 1

0831

2 sem.

1

10-12

0801

Audio Video Production 1
Lab

0831

2 sem.

1

10-12

0801

Audio Video Production 2

0832

2 sem.

1

11-12

0831

Audio Video Production 2
Lab

832

2 sem.

1

11-12

0831

Web Technologies

0807

2 sem.

2

10-12

0800

Computer Programming 1

0821

2 sem.

2

10-12

0800

Computer Programming 2

0822

2 sem.

2

10-12

0800

Principles of Education and
Training

0780

2 sem.

1

9 - 12

Certifications
Beef Quality

OSHA

OSHA, ServSafe Food
Handler

Microsoft Office
Photoshop

Adobe Pro[

Adobe Certified
Associate
Oracle Certified
Associate-Java SE7
Programmer
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Human Growth and
Development

2 sem.

1

10-12

Instructional Practices in
Education and Training

2 sem.

2

11-12

Practicum in Education and
Training

2 sem.

2

12

0780
0780; Human
Growth and
Development
0780; Human
Growth and
Development; and
Instructional
Practices in
Education and
Training

Principles of Business,
Marketing, and Finance

0810

2 sem.

1

9-12

Accounting 1

0811

2 sem.

1

10-12

0810

Accounting 2

0812

2 sem.

1

11-12

0811

Principles of Health Science

0730

2 sem.

1

9-12

2 sem.

1

10-12

2 sem.

2

10-12

2 sem.

2

11-12

Medical Terminology
Health Science Theory/
Health Science Clinical
Practicum in Health Science

0730

Highly Qualified
Paraprofessional
Assessment

0730
0730 and
Medical
Terminology
0730; Medical
Terminology;
Health Science

CPR/First Aid
Pharmacy Tech, EKG
Tech (pending)
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AGRICULTURE, FOOD & NATURAL RESOURCES
0750 Principles of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources
Credit: 1
To be prepared for careers in agriculture, food, and natural resources, students must attain academic skills and
knowledge in agriculture. This course allows students to develop knowledge and skills regarding career
opportunities, personal development, globalization, industry standards, details, practice, and expectations. To
prepare for success, students need to have opportunities to learn, reinforce, experience, apply, and transfer their
knowledge and skills in a variety of settings.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0751 Wildlife, Fisheries and Ecology Management
Credit: 1
To be prepared for careers in natural resource systems, students need to attain academic skills and knowledge,
acquire technical knowledge and skills related to natural resources, and develop knowledge and skills regarding
career opportunities, entry requirements, and industry expectations. To prepare for success, students need
opportunities to learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer their knowledge and skills in a variety of settings. This course
examines the management of game and non-game wildlife species, fish, and aquacrops and their ecological needs
as related to current agricultural practices. Hunter safety certification is an option that requires a $10.00 testing fee.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources
Course Weight: G
0755 Floral Design
Credit: 1
To be prepared for careers in floral design, students need to attain academic skills and knowledge, acquire technical
knowledge and skills related to horticultural systems, and develop knowledge and skills regarding career
opportunities, entry requirements, and industry expectations. To prepare for success, students need opportunities to
learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer knowledge and skills in a variety of settings. This course is designed to develop
students' ability to identify and demonstrate the principles and techniques related to floral design as well as develop
an understanding of the management of floral enterprises.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources
Course Weight: G
Note: This Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources course meets the state graduation requirements for one credit in fine
arts.
0763 Small Animal Management
Credit: 1/2
In Small Animal Management, students will acquire knowledge and skills related to small animals and the small animal
management industry. Small Animal Management may address topics related to small mammals such as dogs and cats,
amphibians, reptiles, and birds. To prepare for careers in the field of animal science, students must enhance academic
knowledge and skills, acquire knowledge and skills related to animal systems, and develop knowledge and skills
regarding career opportunities, entry requirements, and industry expectations. To prepare for success, students need
opportunities to learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer knowledge and skills in a variety of settings.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources and Livestock Production
Course Weight: G
0764 Equine Science
Credit: 1/2
In Equine Science, students will acquire knowledge and skills related to equine animal systems and the equine industry.
Equine Science may address topics related to horses, donkeys, and mules. To prepare for careers in the field of animal
science, students must enhance academic knowledge and skills, acquire knowledge and skills related to animal systems,
and develop knowledge and skills regarding career opportunities, entry requirements, and industry expectations.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite Principles of Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources and Livestock Production
Course Weigh: G
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0753 Livestock Production
Credit: 1
To be prepared for careers in the field of animal science, students need to attain academic skills and knowledge,
acquire knowledge and skills related to animal systems and the workplace, and develop knowledge and skills
regarding career opportunities, entry requirements, and industry expectations. To prepare for success, students need
opportunities to learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer their knowledge and skills in a variety of settings. Animal
species to be addressed in this course may include, but are not limited to, beef cattle, dairy cattle, swine, sheep,
goats, and poultry.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources
Course Weight: G
0754 Advanced Animal Science
Credit: 1
To be prepared for careers in the field of animal science, students need to attain academic skills and knowledge,
acquire knowledge and skills related to animal systems, and develop knowledge and skills regarding career
opportunities, entry requirements, and industry expectations. To prepare for success, students need opportunities to
learn, reinforce, apply, and transfer their knowledge and skills in a variety of settings. This course examines the
interrelatedness of human, scientific, and technological dimensions of livestock production. Instruction is designed to
allow for the application of scientific and technological aspects of animal science through field and laboratory
experiences.
Grade: 1 1 - 12
Prerequisite: Livestock Production, Biology,
Chem or IPC, Alg & Geom
Course Weight: A
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MANUFACTURING
0759 Introduction to Welding
Credit: 1
Introduction to Welding will provide an introduction to welding technology with an emphasis on basic welding
laboratory principles and operating procedures. Students will be introduced to the three basic welding processes.
Topics include: industrial safety and health practices, hand tool and power machine use, measurement, laboratory
operating procedures, welding power sources, welding career potentials, and introduction to welding codes and
standards.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Principles of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources
Course Weight: G
0761 Welding 1
Credit: 2
Rapid advances in technology have created new career opportunities and demands in many industries. Welding
provides the knowledge, skills, and technologies required for employment in metal technology systems. Students
develop knowledge and skills related to this system and apply them to personal career development. This course
supports integration of academic and technical knowledge and skills. Students will reinforce, apply, and transfer
knowledge and skills to a variety of settings and problems. Knowledge about career opportunities, requirements,
and expectations and the development of workplace skills prepare students for future success.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Agricultural Mechanics and Metal Technologies
Course Weight: G
0762 Welding 2
Credit: 2
This course builds on knowledge and skills developed in Welding. Students will develop advanced welding concepts
and skills as they relate to personal and career development. This course integrates academic and technical
knowledge and skills. Students will have opportunities to reinforce, apply, and transfer knowledge and skills to a
variety of settings and problems.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: Welding 1
Course Weight: A
0797 Industrial Technology –
Manufacturing Engineering (Dual Credit)
Credit: 2 hours (high school)
INMT 1305 Introduction to Industrial Maintenance
Credit: 3 hours (college)
HYDR 1345 Hydraulics and Pneumatics
Credit: 3 hours (college)
CBFM 2317 Mechanical Maintenance
Credit: 3 hours (college)
T h i s course provides the opportunity for students to receive both high school and college credit at the same
time. Students who enter this course must meet the enrollment criteria of Northeast Texas Community College and must
pay their tuition at NTCC for three hours of college credit each semester. Grades will be recorded both at Pewitt
High School and at NTCC and will appear on each institution’s transcript. Students will learn basic mechanical skill
and repair techniques common to most fields of industrial maintenance. Topics include precision measuring instruments
and general safety rules common in industry, including lock-out/tag-out. Students will also learn fundamentals of
hydraulics and types of hydraulic pumps, cylinders, valves, motors, and related systems including operations,
maintenance, and system analysis. Other skills learned include the general principles of mechanical and electrical
systems as related to inspection, repair, and preventative maintenance of facility equipment.
Grade: 1 1 - 12
Prerequisite: college entrance requirements
Course Weight: A
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HOSPITALITY & TOURISM
0700 Principles of Hospitality and Tourism
Credit: 1
The hospitality and tourism industry encompasses lodging; travel and tourism; recreation, amusements, attractions, and
resorts; and restaurants and food beverage service. the hospitality and tourism industry maintains the largest
national employment base in the private sector. Students use knowledge and skills that meet industry standards to
function effectively in various positions within this multifaceted industry.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0701 Introduction to Culinary Arts
Credit: 1
This course will emphasize the principles of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling the management
of a variety of food service operations. The course will provide insight into the operation of a well-run restaurant.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisites: Principles of Hospitality and Tourism;
Lifetime Nutrition and Wellness
Course Weight: G
0703 Food Science
Credit: 1
In this course, students conduct laboratory and field investigations, use scientific methods during investigations, and
make informed decisions using critical thinking and scientific problem solving. Food Science is the study of the nature
of foods, the causes of deterioration, the principles underlying food processing, and the improvement of foods for the
consuming public. This course may be used to satisfy a science credit required for graduation.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: 3 science credits
Course Weight: G
0704 Culinary Arts
Credit: 2
This course is designed to offer skills and hands-on experience for the student interested in the food service industry.
The course includes the study of health laws, sanitation, food technology, food preparation, merchandising operations,
salesmanship, and service-related etiquette.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite:
Intro to Culinary Arts
Course Weight: G
0705 Advanced Culinary Arts
Credit: 2
Culinary Arts begins with the fundamentals and principles of the art of cooking and the science of
baking and includes management and productions skills and techniques. This course may be offered
as a laboratory-based or internship course. Students are encouraged to participate in extended
learning experiences such as career and technical student organizations and other leadership or
extracurricular organizations.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite:
Culinary Arts 1
Course Weight: A
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ARTS, A/V TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS
0801 Principles of Arts, Audio/Video Technology, and Communication
Credit: 1
Careers in the Arts, Audio-Video Technology, and Communications career cluster require, in addition to creative
aptitude, a strong background in computer and technology applications, a strong academic foundation, and a
proficiency in oral and written communication. Within this context, students will be expected to develop an
understanding of the various and multifaceted career opportunities in this cluster and the knowledge, skills, and
educational requirements for those opportunities.
Grade: 9-11
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0831 Audio/Video Production 1
Credit: 1
Careers in audio and video technology and film production span all aspects of the audio-video communications
industry. Within this context, in addition to developing technical knowledge and skills needed for success in the Arts,
Audio/Video Technology, and Communications career cluster, students will be expected to develop an understanding
of the industry with a focus on pre-production, production, and post-production audio and video activities.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite:
Principles of Arts,
AV Tech
Course Weight: G
0833 Audio Video Production 1 Lab
Credit: 1
This lab requires enrollment in the co-requisite Audio/Video Production 1. It cannot be taken as a standalone course.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite:
Principles of Arts,
AV Tech
Course Weight: G
0832 Advanced Audio/Video Production 2
Credit: 1
Careers in audio and video technology and film production span all aspects of the audio-video communications
industry. Within this context, in addition to developing advanced knowledge and skills needed for success in the Arts,
Audio/Video Technology, and Communications career cluster, students will be expected to develop an advanced
understanding of the industry with a focus on pre-production, production, and post-production audio and video
activities.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Audio/Video Production
Course Weight: A
0834 Audio Video Production 2 Lab
Credit: 1
This lab requires enrollment in the co-requisite Audio/Video Production 2. It cannot be taken as a standalone course.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite:
Principles of Arts,
AV Tech
Course Weight: A
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION
0810 Principles of Business, Marketing and Finance
Credit: 1
In this course, students gain knowledge and skills in economies and private enterprise systems, the impact of global
business, marketing of goods and services, advertising, and product pricing. Students analyze the sales process and
financial management principles. This course allows students to reinforce, apply, and transfer academic knowledge
and skills to a variety of interesting and relevant activities, problems and settings in business, marketing, and finance.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G

FINANCE
0811 Accounting I
Credit: 1
Students investigate the field of accounting, including how it is impacted by industry standards as well as economic,
financial, technological, international, social, legal, and ethical factors. Students reflect on this knowledge as they
engage in the process of recording, classifying, summarizing, analyzing, and communicating accounting information.
Students formulate and interpret financial information for use in management decision making.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Principles of Business, Marketing and Finance
Course Weight: G
0812 Accounting II
Credit: 1
Students continue the investigation of the field of accounting, including how it is impacted by industry standards as
well as economic, financial, technological, international, social, legal, and ethical factors. Students reflect on this
knowledge as they engage in various managerial and cost accounting activities. Students formulate and interpret
financial information for use in management decision making.
Grade: 11-12
Prerequisite: Accounting I
Course Weight: G
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
0800 Principles of Information Technology
Credit: 1
Students develop computer literacy skills to adapt to emerging technologies used in the global marketplace. Students
implement personal and interpersonal skills to prepare for a rapidly evolving workplace environment. Students
enhance reading, writing, computing, communication, and reasoning skills and apply them to the information
technology environment.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0805 Computer Programming
Credit: 1
In Computer Programming I, students will acquire knowledge of structured programming techniques and concepts appropriate to
developing executable programs and creating appropriate documentation. Students will analyze the social responsibility of
business and industry regarding the significant issues relating to the environment, ethics, health, safety, and diversity in society and
in the workplace as related to computer programming. Students will apply technical skills to address business applications of
emerging technologies.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0806 Advanced Computer Programming
Credit: 1
In Computer Programming II, students will expand their knowledge and skills in structured programming techniques and concepts
by addressing more complex problems and developing comprehensive programming solutions. Students will analyze the social
responsibility of business and industry regarding the significant issues relating to environment, ethics, health, safety, and diversity
in society and in the workplace as related to computer programming. Students will apply technical skills to address business
applications of emerging technologies.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: A
0807 Web Technologies
Credit: 1
In Web Technologies, students will learn to make informed decisions and apply the decisions to the field of IT. Students will
implement personal and interpersonal skills to prepare for a rapidly evolving workplace environment. The knowledge and skills
acquired and practiced will enable students to successfully perform and interact in a technology-driven society. Students will
enhance 19 reading, writing, computing, communication, and critical thinking and apply them to the IT environment.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
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TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
0839 Robotics and Automation
Credit: 1
0840 Robotics and Automation 2
Credit: 1
0841 Robotics and Automation 3
Credit: 1
0842 Robotics and Automation 4
Credit: 1
Students enrolled in this course will demonstrate knowledge and skills necessary for the robotic and automation
industry. Through implementation of the design process, students will transfer advanced academic skills to component
designs in a project-based environment. Students will build prototypes or use simulation software to test their designs.
Additionally, students explore career opportunities, employer expectations, and educational needs in the robotic and
automation industry.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Application
Course weight: G
0804 Computer Science I
Credit: 1
This course will foster students’ creativity and innovation by presenting opportunities to design, implement, and
present meaningful programs through a variety of media. Students will collaborate with one another, their instructor,
and various electronic communities to solve the problems presented throughout the course. Through data analysis,
students will identify task requirements plan search strategies and use computer science concepts to access, analyze,
and evaluate information needed to solve problems. By using computer science knowledge and skills that support the
work of individuals and groups in solving problems, students will select the technology appropriate for the task,
synthesize knowledge, create solutions, and evaluate the results. Students will learn digital citizenship by researching
current laws and regulations and by practicing integrity and respect. Students will gain an understanding of the
principles of computer science through the study of technology operations, systems, and concepts.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite:
Principles of
Information
Technology
Course Weight: G
0805 Computer Science II
Credit: 1
In this course, students will develop products and generate new understandings by extending existing knowledge.
Students will collaborate with peers and will use software engineering to work in software design teams. Students
will locate, analyze, process, and organize data while using critical thinking, problem solving, and decision making.
Students will explore and understand safety, legal, cultural, and societal issues relating to the use of technology and
information.
Grade: 10-12
Prerequisite: Computer Science I; Algebra I
Course Weight: G
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HEALTH SCIENCE
0730 Principles of Health Science
Credit: 1
The Principles of Health Science course is designed to provide an overview of the therapeutic,
diagnostic, health informatics, support services, and biotechnology research and development
systems of the health care industry. (4) To pursue a career in the health science industry, students
should learn to reason, think critically, make decisions, solve problems, and communicate effectively.
Students should recognize that quality health care depends on the ability to work well with others.
Grade: 9-10
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
Medical Terminology
Credit: 1
The Medical Terminology course is designed to introduce students to the structure of medical terms, including prefixes,
suffixes, word roots, singular and plural forms, and medical abbreviations. The course allows students to achieve
comprehension of medical vocabulary appropriate to medical procedures, human anatomy and physiology, and
pathophysiology.
Grade: 9-10
Prerequisite: Principles of Health Science
Course weight: G
Health Science Theory
Credit: 1
The Health Science Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing, and providing therapeutic services, diagnostic
services, health informatics, support services, and biotechnology research and development. (3) The Health Science
Theory course is designed to provide for the development of advanced knowledge and skills related to a wide
variety of health careers. Students will employ hands-on experiences for continued knowledge and skill development.
Grade: 1 0 - 1 2
Prerequisite: Principles of Health Science, Medical
Terminology and Biology
Course weight: G
Practicum in Health Science
Credit: 2
The Practicum in Health Science [I] course is designed to give students practical application of previously studied
knowledge and skills. Practicum experiences can occur in a variety of locations appropriate to the nature and
level of experience. (4) To pursue a career in the health care industry, stud
Grade: 11 and 12
Prerequisite: Principles of Health Science, Medical
Terminology and Biology
Course weight: A
Practicum in Health Science Clinical
Credit: 1
The Health Science Clinical course is designed to provide for the development of advanced knowledge
and skills related to a wide variety of health careers. Students will employ hands-on experiences for
continued knowledge and skill development. (4) To pursue a career in the health science industry,
students shoul
Grade: 11 and 12
Prerequisite: Principles of Health Science, Medical
Terminology and Biology
Requisite: Health Science Theory
Course weight: G
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING
0780 Principles of Education and Training
Credit: 1
Principles of Education and Training is designed to introduce learners to the various careers
available within the Education and Training Career Cluster. Students use self-knowledge as well as
educational and career information to analyze various careers within the Education and Training
Career Cluster. Students will develop a graduation plan that leads to a specific career choice in the
student's interest area.
Grade: 9-10
Prerequisite: None
Course weight: G
Human Growth and Development
Credit: 1
Human Growth and Development is an examination of human development across the lifespan with
emphasis on research, theoretical perspectives, and common physical, cognitive, emotional, and
social developmental milestones. The course covers material that is generally taught in a 5
postsecondary, one-semester introductory course in developmental psychology or human
development.
Grade: 1 0 - 1 1
Prerequisite: Principles of Education and Training
Course weight: G
Instructional Practices
Credit: 2
Instructional Practices is a field-based (practicum) internship that provides students with background
knowledge of child and adolescent development as well as principles of effective teaching and
training practices. Students work under the joint direction and supervision of both a teacher with
knowledge of early childhood, middle childhood, and adolescence education and exemplary
educators or trainers in direct instructional roles with elementary-, middle school-, and high school
aged students. Students learn to plan and direct individualized instruction and group activities,
prepare instructional materials, develop materials for educational environments, assist with record
keeping, and complete other responsibilities of teachers, trainers, paraprofessionals, or other
educational personnel.
Grade: 1 1 - 1 2
Prerequisite: Principles of Education and Training,
Human Growth and Development
Course weight: G
Practicum in Education and Training
Credit: 2
Practicum in Education and Training is a field-based internship that provides students background
knowledge of child and adolescent development principles as well as principles of effective
teaching and training practices. Students in the course work under the joint direction and supervision
of both a teacher with knowledge of early childhood, middle childhood, and adolescence education
and exemplary educators in direct instructional roles with elementary-, middle school-, and high
school aged students. Students learn to plan and direct individualized instruction and group
activities, prepare instructional materials, assist with record keeping, make physical arrangements,
and complete other responsibilities of classroom teachers, trainers, paraprofessionals, or other
educational personnel.
Grade: 1 1 - 1 2
Prerequisite: Principles of Education and Training,
Human Growth and Development, Practicum in Human
Services
Course weight: A
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MISCELLANEOUS COURSES
0851 Yearbook 1
Credit: 1
0852 Yearbook 2
Credit: 1
0853 Yearbook 3
Credit: 1
0854 Yearbook 4
Credit: 1
Students enrolled in these courses are expected to plan, draft, and complete written and visual communications on a
regular basis, carefully examining their copy for clarity, engaging language, and the correct use of the conventions
and mechanics of written English. Students are expected to become analytical consumers of media and technology to
enhance their communication skills. In addition, students will learn journalistic ethics and standards. Writing,
technology, and visual and electronic media are used as tools for learning as students create, clarify, critique, write,
and produce effective communications. Students will refine and enhance their journalistic skills, research self-selected
topics, and plan, organize, and prepare projects. Students will create a high quality yearbook, which reflects the
spirit and the highlights of the school year while learning the numerous phases and techniques behind its
development.
Grade: 9-12
Prerequisite: Application
Course Weight: G
0930 Office Aide
Credit: 1 Local
In this course, students will be assigned to the front office, the library, or the counselor’s office during the class time.
Students will assist office personnel with the duties necessary to maintain an organized and efficient workplace.
Grade: 12
Unweighted

0909 College/Career Prep
Credit: 1 Local
The intention of this course is to help students increase college entrance exam scores. Students will learn different
methods from a variety of study tools, including tests, drills, or games. This course will also offer test taking strategies
and propose a personalized study plan. The program will cover all aspects of both tests including vocabulary,
mathematics, science, critical reading, and writing skills to enhance the student’s College Readiness.
Grade: 9 - 12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
0921 Early Release
Credit: 0
A graduating student can opt to leave school early provided he/she has met all requirements for
graduation.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight:
0891 Career Prep
Credit: 3
This course is designed to prepare students for the work force by focusing on business ethics, teamwork, professional
attire and promotability. Students also will study current office procedures, including telephone skills, time
management, travel and meeting arrangements, mail processing, and other duties and responsibilities in a work
environment. The student must have a job as part of this program. The student will be released two periods at the end
of the day to go to work.
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: None
Course Weight: G
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